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Étude expérimentale et numérique de l'évolution de la température lors du formage 
super plastique d'une feuille d'alliage d'aluminium et de son influence sur la distortion 

ALIREZA ALEYARI 

RÉSUMÉ 

Super Plastic Forming (SPF) est un processus de fabrication développé dans lequel une tôle 
mince est déformée à de très grandes proportions et en des géométries souvent complexes. 
Dans ce procédé, avec l'application d'une pression de gaz, le matériau en feuille mince est 
formé dans la matrice SPF. Cette technique est principalement utilisée dans les industries 
aérospatiale et automobile. L'un des inconvénients fondamentaux de cette méthode est le temps 
élevé du cycle de production, ce qui constitue une contrainte pour le développement de la 
méthode à grande échelle, par exemple pour l'industrie automobile. Ces dernières années, de 
nombreux efforts ont été déployés pour surmonter ce problème. Le procédé de formage par 
soufflage à haute vitesse (HSBF), également connu sous le nom de Formage plastique rapide 
(QPF) en tant que méthode avancée basée sur le SPF, a été introduit récemment. Il s'agit d'une 
alternative souhaitable avec un taux de production élevé. Cependant, des défis techniques 
spécifiques sont associés à cette méthode et doivent être examinés en profondeur. La distorsion 
du produit final est l’un des problèmes techniques les plus importants qui est en grande partie 
liée aux variations de température lors du cycle de refroidissement. 

Verbom Inc. est une entreprise canadienne située à Sherbrooke, Québec qui utilise à la fois les 
méthodes SPF et HSBF dans la production de panneaux de carrosserie de voitures et de trains 
électriques faits de tôles minces en alliage d'aluminium (5083). L’idée initiale de ce projet est 
venue de l’entreprise qui rencontrait des problèmes de distorsions dans les produits finaux et 
qui n’arrivait pas à les résoudre de façon systématique. D’où la nécessité de faire une étude 
fondamentale des phénomènes thermiques mises en jeu aux différents stades du procédé. Ce 
projet a été donc défini pour étudier de manière expérimentale et numérique les variations de 
température et le phénomène de distorsion tout au long du processus SPF/HSBF. Trois articles 
scientifiques ont été produits à partir des résultats de recherche obtenu dans ce projet qui seront 
expliqués dans ce qui suit: 

Dans le premier article, l'évolution de la température dans un outil HSBF au cours du processus 
de chauffage hors ligne a été étudiée numériquement et expérimentalement. Comme le procédé 
HSBF est exécuté à des températures élevées (0,4 à 0,6 du point de fusion de la pièce), avant 
d'installer l'outil HSBF sur la presse, l'outil est chauffé par plusieurs éléments chauffants 
jusqu'à atteindre la température cible (≈470 ºC en ce cas). La distribution de la température sur 
la matrice HSBF à la fin du processus de chauffage hors ligne est importante car la distribution 
de température initiale sur la pièce, après son éjection pour le refroidissement, suit celle de la 
matrice. Étant donné que la différence de température sur la pièce pendant le processus de 
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refroidissement pourrait affecter la distorsion, cette étude a tenté de simuler et d’examiner 
l’évolution de la température pendant le processus de chauffage, hors ligne en vue d’obtenir la 
distribution de température la plus uniforme sur la matrice HSBF à la fin du processus. Comme 
le chauffage hors ligne dans le processus SPF/HSBF est long (30 heures dans ce cas), la 
possibilité de minimiser la durée du processus a également été prise en compte. À cet égard, il 
a été envisagé de tester et de modéliser le processus de chauffage hors ligne d’un outil HSBF. 
Les matrices supérieure et inférieure ont été instrumentées par des thermocouples (TC) de type 
K, 2 mm sous la surface des matrices. La température des TC pendant tout le processus de 
chauffage hors ligne a été enregistrée. Le processus a également été simulé par le logiciel 
commercial éléments finis ABAQUS et une bonne conformité entre les résultats numériques 
et expérimentaux a été constatée. Sur la base du modèle numérique validé, une nouvelle 
approche de la méthode de chauffage de l'outil HSBF visant à minimiser la durée du processus 
et à améliorer l'uniformité de la distribution de la température sur les matrices a été proposée. 

Dans le deuxième article, l’évolution de la température d’une pièce SPF au cours de la phase 
de refroidissement a été étudiée numériquement et expérimentalement. Dans ce travail, pour 
la simulation numérique du processus, la distribution de température initiale de la pièce était 
requise. Normalement, cette distribution de température initiale est la même que celle de la 
matrice SPF au moment de l’éjection. Par conséquent, la simulation FE de l'outil SPF était 
nécessaire pour obtenir la distribution de la température de la matrice, ce qui prend du temps, 
comme il a été montré dans le premier article. À cet égard, une nouvelle approche consistant à 
faire varier la température locale a été proposée consistant en la division de la surface d’une 
grande partie du SPF en 9 zones égales et un TC de type K a été fixé au centre de chaque zone. 
Le processus de refroidissement qui commence après l’éjection de la pièce de la matrice SPF 
a été testé. Dans la pratique industrielle, pendant le processus de refroidissement, plusieurs 
ventilateurs entrent en fonction; cependant, considérant que la pièce formée sort de façon 
progressive de sous la presse et que la pièce est refroidie de façon progressif l’analyse de la 
dynamique du refroidissement devient complexe. En particulier, l’influence des ventilateurs 
doit être bien quantifiée. Dans ce contexte, afin d’obtenir une idée précise du coefficient de 
transfère de chaleur, l'évolution de la température de chaque TC pendant tout le processus a 
été enregistrée. La température enregistrée du TC de chaque zone était considérée comme la 
température de toute la zone. Le coefficient de transfert de chaleur (CTH) de chaque zone, basé 
sur la nouvelle approche (variation locale de la température), a été directement calculé à partir 
des courbes de refroidissement expérimentales. Le processus de refroidissement a été simulé 
avec ABAQUS et un bon accord entre les résultats expérimentaux et numériques a été trouvé. 
Les résultats obtenus ont confirmé que l'approche proposée était raisonnable et que, par 
conséquent, la modélisation numérique de l'outil SPF permettant de déterminer la distribution 
de température initiale de la pièce n'est plus nécessaire, et les valeurs de CTH déterminées avec 
cette méthode pourraient être prises en compte pour tout traitement thermique. Il est à noter 
que, la contribution du terme de rayonnement sur la valeur de CTH a été aussi étudiée et les 
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résultats ont montré que l'effet de rayonnement pendant le processus de refroidissement à l'air 
est un phénomène négligeable. 

Dans le troisième article, une étude expérimentale sur la distorsion sur une pièce de taille réelle 
produite par le procédé SPF a été conduite. Dans ce travail, le concept introduit dans l’article 
2 a été mise en pratique et la pièce a été divisée en 9 zones égales et un TC de type K a été 
attribué à chaque zone. Les TC ont été fixés au centre de chaque zone et l'évolution de la 
température de chaque zone au cours du processus de refroidissement a été enregistrée. Dans 
cette étude, quatre tests de refroidissement avec différentes conditions thermiques ont été 
définis et conduits. Dans chaque test, les conditions ont été modifiées pour voir l'effet des 
paramètres importants tels que la distribution de température initiale et la distribution de 
valeurs CTH. Les quatre tests définis ont été effectués avec succès et les pièces testées ont été 
numérisées par une caméra de numérisation 3D pour comparaison avec le modèle de CAO de 
la pièce SPF. Le modèle de chaque pièce a été construit et comparé au modèle CAO dans le 
logiciel de métrologie PolyWorks. Les observations ont montré qu'une plus grande uniformité 
dans la distribution de la température initiale dans la pièce pourrait améliorer la distorsion, 
tandis qu'une plus grande uniformité dans la distribution du CTH ne montrait pas d'effet 
considérable sur la distorsion. Par conséquent, l’étude a conclu que la distribution de la 
température initiale est un paramètre plus important et plus efficace en comparaison avec une 
plus grande uniformité de la valeur du CTH sur la surface de la pièce. 

Mots-clés: Formage Superplastique, Formage à grande vitesse par soufflage, Élément 
chauffant, Chauffage hors ligne, Coefficient de transfert de chaleur, Refroidissement, 
Distorsion, Évolution de température, modélisation par éléments finis, ABAQUS. 
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Experimental and numerical investigation of temperature evolution during super 
plastic forming of an aluminum alloy sheet and its influence on distortion 

ALIREZA ALEYARI  

ABSTRACT 

Super Plastic Forming (SPF) is a well-known manufacturing process in the transportation 
industry in which a superplastic thin sheet metal is extended to very large strains and deformed 
to complex shapes. In this method, with applying gas pressure, the thin sheet material is shaped 
into the SPF die. This technique is mostly used in the aerospace and automotive industries. 
One of the basic disadvantages of this method is the high production cycle time, that is a 
constraint for the development of the method in mass production scale like automotive 
industry. In recent years, there have been many efforts to overcome the above problem. High 
Speed Blow Forming (HSBF) process, also known as Quick Plastic Forming (QPF) as an 
advanced method based on the SPF has been newly introduced and is characterized by higher 
production rates. In both methods, there are similar technical challenges that need to be deeply 
investigated. Distortion in the final product is one of the most important technical issues in this 
manufacturing technique. During the SPF/HSBF process temperature variations is a critical 
parameter that could affect the distortion in the completed product. 

Verbom Inc. is a Canadian base company located in Sherbrook, Quebec that utilizes both SPF 
and HSBF methods in the production of electrical car and train body panels. The company uses 
thin sheet aluminum alloy (5083) in their productions. However, the company is faced with 
undesirable distortion levels in some parts that could not be resolved using conventional trial 
and error practice. The present project was defined in this context and has objective to 
experimentally and numerically investigate the temperature variations and distortion 
phenomenon during the entire SPF/HSBF process, based on scientific methods. This project 
has resulted in the publication of three papers that will be explained in the following: 

In the first paper, the temperature evolution in a HSBF tool during the offline heating process 
was numerically and experimentally investigated. As the HSBF process is carried out at high 
temperatures (0.4 – 0.6 of melting point of the part), before installing the HSBF tool on the 
press, the tool is heated by several heating elements until reaching to the target temperature 
(≈470 ºC in this case). This process is performed out of the press which is called offline heating. 
The temperature distribution on the HSBF die at the end of the offline heating process is 
important because the initial temperature distribution on the part after ejecting the part for the 
cooling purpose, follows the temperature distribution on the die. Due to the fact that the 
temperature discrepancy on the part during the cooling process could affect the distortion, then 
this study tried to simulate and investigate the temperature evolution during the offline heating 
process with the view of obtaining the most uniform temperature distribution on the HSBF die 
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at the end of the process. As the offline heating in the SPF/HSBF process is a long process (≈ 
30 hours in this case), the view of minimizing the duration of the process was also considered. 
In this regard, testing and modelling the offline heating process of the HSBF tool was 
considered. The dies of the HSBF tool (i.e. upper and lower dies) were instrumented by 14 K 
type thermocouples (TCs) 2 mm under the surface of the dies. The temperature of the TCs 
during the entire offline heating process was recorded. The process was also simulated by the 
commercial finite element software ABAQUS and a good conformity between the numerical 
and experimental results was found. Based on the valid numerical model, a new approach in 
the heating manner of the HSBF tool with the view of minimizing the duration of the process 
and improving the uniformity of the temperature distribution on the dies was proposed. 

In the second paper, the temperature evolution of a SPF part during the cooling step of the SPF 
process was numerically and experimentally investigated. In this work, for the numerical 
simulation of the process, the initial temperature distribution of the part was required. Normally 
this initial temperature distribution is the same as the SPF die at the time of the ejecting. Hence 
FE simulation of the SPF tool was needed to obtain the temperature distribution of the die 
which is a time consuming process as it was shown in the first paper. In this regard, a new 
approach as local temperature variation was proposed and practically the surface of a large 
SPF part was divided to 9 equal zones and a K type TC was attached on the center of each 
zone. The cooling process which starts after ejecting the part from the SPF die was tested. For 
the cooling purpose, during the cooling process several cooling fans after the ejecting process 
vertically blew on the top side of the part until the part reached to the ambient temperature. 
The temperature evolution of each TC during the entire process was recorded. The recorded 
temperature of the TC of each zone was considered as the temperature of the whole zone. The 
Heat Transfer Coefficient (HTC) of each zone based on the new approach as local temperature 
variation, was directly calculated from the experimental cooling curves. The cooling process 
was successfully simulated by ABAQUS and a good agreement between the experimental and 
numerical results was found. The results in the paper confirmed that the proposed approached 
was reasonable and therefore the numerical modelling of the SPF tool for determination of the 
initial temperature distribution of the part, is no longer required and the determined HTC values 
with this method could be considered for any thermal investigation in the SPF process. 
However the obtained initial temperature distribution of the part from the numerical modelling 
of the tool is a continuous value over the surface of the part. In other word, each point of the 
part has its own specific temperature and practically the calculation of the HTC value for each 
point form the cooling curves is not possible. Hence, the new proposed approach gave this 
possibility to calculate the HTC value for the numerical simulation purpose. However in the 
paper the contribution of the radiation term in the HTC value was investigated and the results 
showed that the radiation effect during the air cooling process is a negligible phenomenon. 
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In the third paper, experimental investigation of the distortion issue in the same SPF part was 
considered. In this work, the SPF part was divided to 9 equal zones and a K type TC was 
assigned for each zone. The TCs were attached at the center of each zone and the temperature 
evolution of each zone during the cooling process was recorded. In this study, four cooling 
tests with different thermal conditions was defined and conducted. In each test, the conditions 
were changed to see the effect of the important parameters as initial temperature distribution 
and HTC value distribution. The four defined tests were successfully performed and the tested 
parts were scanned by a 3D scanner camera for comparison with the CAD model of the SPF 
part. The model of each part was built and compared with the CAD model in the metrology 
software PolyWorks. The observations showed that more uniformity in the initial temperature 
distribution within the part could improve the distortion while more uniformity in the HTC 
distribution did not show considerable effect on the distortion. Hence, the study concluded that 
the initial temperature distribution is more important and effective parameter in comparison 
with more uniformity in HTC value over the surface of the part. 

Keywords: Super Plastic Forming, High Speed Blow Forming, Heating element, Offline 
heating, Heat Transfer Coefficient, Cooling, Distortion, Temperature evolution, ABAQUS 
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INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays using aluminum and aluminum alloys has been vastly expanded. Light weight, 

recyclability, workability and corrosion resistance are among the advantages of this metal that 

has made it more widely used. Because of the low weight to strength ratio, it has become a 

preferable material for weight saving purposes in the transportation industries. Extrusion, 

rolling, sheet metal forming, stamping, die casting, and forging are the conventional 

manufacturing methods of aluminum products (Davis, 1993; Kaufman, 2000). Beside the 

common mentioned methods, Super Plastic Forming (SPF) is a specific method of production 

that could be used for some alloys of aluminum. Superplasticity is a characteristic of a material, 

which allows applying large strains in a tensile condition before failure. As some of the 

aluminum alloys show the superplastic behavior, then it is possible to produce them with the 

SPF method. SPF is an advanced manufacturing method that allows forming very complex 

shapes in one action, which is not possible by the conventional stamping method. In this 

method with applying gas pressure at high temperature, the superplastic sheet material is 

formed into the SPF die. Transportation industries (land, sea, and aerospace) utilize this 

technique for the production of high value added components. High production cycle time, due 

to the low deformation rate, is the major challenge of this method which is not favorable for 

mass production scale industries such as automotive sector. In recent years, there have been 

many efforts to overcome the above problem and High Speed Blow Forming (HSBF) also 

known as Quick Plastic Forming (QPF) has been introduced as an alternative method that 

allows the use of higher strain rate in comparison with the conventional SPF (Gillo Giuliano, 

2011; Majidi, Jahazi, & Bombardier, 2018b, 2019). HSBF is based on the SPF and the 

technical challenges of the both techniques are almost the same.  

Verbom Inc. is a Canadian base company that utilizes both techniques for the production of 

body panels for electric cars and trains. This project has been defined with the collaboration of 

Verbom to experimentally and numerically investigate the temperature variation during the 

entire SPF/HSBF process and consider the distortion issue as one of the important problems 
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of the SPF/HSBF products. This work was practically divided into three main sections and the 

results of each section have been presented as a paper and shown in the frame of a chapter. 

This thesis has been structured in four chapters. In chapter 1, introducing the SPF and HSBF 

process, effective parameters and technical challenges during the process, objectives of the 

work, and literature review are presented. Chapter 2 presents the experimental and numerical 

investigation of the temperature evolution in a HSBF tool during the preheating stage of the 

process with the view to minimize the duration of the preheating stage and obtain more uniform 

temperature distribution on the HSBF die at the end of the process. In chapter 3, the 

temperature evolution within a SPF part during the cooling stage of the SPF process has been 

numerically and experimentally analyzed. In the final chapter, the distortion issue of the SPF 

part as a function of the cooling stage after the end of the forming stage is investigated. 



 

CHAPTER 1        
 

LITERATURE REVIEW  

1.1 Super Plastic Forming (SPF)  

Superplasticity is the capability of a material to undergo large uniform strains, sometimes more 

than 1000 %, prior to failure under tensile loading conditions. Fig. 1.1 shows a superplastic 

titanium alloy with a high elongation. SPF is an advanced manufacturing process, which is 

able to form a superplastic sheet metallic material to very complex geometries in one operation. 

 

Figure 1-1 Super plastic titanium alloy before and after                                           
deformation (Gillo Giuliano, 2011) 

The SPF process is carried out with the pressure of an inert gas at the back of the SPF sheet 

metal. The inert gas is blown onto the sheet metal and shapes it into the SPF die cavity. The 

characteristics of the SPF process are low strain rate (<10-3 S-1), high temperature (>0.5 Tm), 

small grain size (between 5 and 15 μm), and high strain rate sensitivity (>0.3). The SPF method 

is widely used in aerospace industry and in recent years it has been applied in the ground 

transportation industries. The flow stress-strain rate relation in the SPF process can be 

expressed by the equation below. 

 mKσ ε=   (1.1) 

The low strain rate in the SPF process is a disadvantage that restricts the application of the 

method in the mass production industries like automotive. AA5083, AA2004, AA7475, 

AA2090, and AA8090 are some SP aluminum alloys, which are of industrial interest (Gillo 
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Giuliano, 2011; Guo, 2005; Majidi et al., 2019). Fig. 1.2 shows some SPF products made of 

AA7475 for the aerospace industry. 

Figure 1-2 SP components made of AA7475 (Guo, 2005) 

SPF tool usually consists of two heating platens with the source of heating and two dies i.e. 

lower and upper. For the sake of energy saving, depending on the design, usually there are 

some insulators around the SPF tool. In the first step of the SPF process, the dies should reach 
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to the target temperature as the forming temperature of the SPF part, in this regard, the tool is 

usually heated up in an offline mode (out of press) which sometimes takes more than 25 hours 

depending on the size of the tool. After reaching to the target temperature, the tool is installed 

on the press. For performing the forming process, the part must also reach to the target 

temperature. This heating process could be done out of the installed tool or inside of it between 

the dies. After the heating process, the dies are completely closed and the pressure of the inert 

gas is applied in a defined manner to control the strain rate. Pressure of the gas form the blank 

sheet into the SPF die and at the end, the pressure is discharged. Then, the die is opened for 

the ejecting process. The cooling step starts from the instant the part is ejected on a carrier that 

brings it outside of the forming press where the part is cooled to room temperature through 

natural convection or using blowing fans. Fig. 1.3 illustrates schematically different steps of a 

SPF process. 

Figure 1-3 The schematic of a SPF process a) closing the die, b) blow forming,                     
c) shape part, d) ejecting (Gillo Giuliano, 2011) 
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1.2   High Speed Blow Forming (HSBF) 

As mentioned above the major challenge of the SPF process is the low strain rate or high 

production cycle time, which makes it as non-economic method for the mass production scale. 

In this regard, significant efforts have been made for the compensation of the issue, and as a 

result, HSBF known as QPF as well, has been recently introduced. Both techniques exploit pre 

mechanical deformation of the sheet material before the blow forming process with 

considerably higher strain rate (up to 10-1 s-1). In the HSBF method, usually the forming die 

and sometimes a simple punch preforms (crash forms) the sheet material and then the blowing 

process shapes the part to the final form. Fig. 1.4 depicts the schematic of a HSBF process. 

 

Figure 1-4 The schematic of a HSBF process a) heating the sheet material,                            
b) preforming, c) blow forming, d) cooling 

The differences between the SPF and HSBF have been shown in table 1.1 and Fig. 1.5 shows 

a production line of a HSBF process. More detailed discussions are also available in (Boissiere, 

Terzi, Blandin, & Salvo, 2008). 
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Table 1-1 The differences between the SPF and HSBF process (Gillo Giuliano, 2011) 
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Figure 1-5 A production line of a HSBF process (Gillo Giuliano, 2011) 

1.3 Problematic and challenges in SPF/HSBF of aluminum alloy sheet 

The important parameters that affect the quality of the final product in the SPF/HSBF process 

are as below: 

a) Temperature; 

b) Strain rate; 

c) Strain rate sensitivity; 

d) Friction; 

e) Grain size; 

f) Geometry of the component; 

Lack of control or optimization of the above parameters could lead to galling, cavitation, 

wrinkling, distortion, and even fracture of the part. Among the above defects, distortion is one 
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of the most frequent ones that result in part rework and extra costs. Therefore, it is of critical 

importance to better understand the origins of the distortion with the view to minimize its 

occurrence. The main objective of the present thesis is to study the thermal aspects of the 

SPF/HSBF process with particular attention on the impact of the heating and cooling process 

in the final distortion of the part. 

1.4 Heat transfer and temperature evolution during the SPF/HSBF process 

During the SPF/HSBF process, both mechanical and thermal phenomena occur and affect the 

tool and the part. For the heating of the tool, usually heating elements are installed on the 

heating platens or inside the dies. Fig. 1.6 shows each case of installation.  
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Figure 1-6 Installed heating elements in a SPF/HSBF tool                                                       
a) inside the die, b) on the platens                                                                                   

(adapted from (Gillo Giuliano, 2011)) 

During the offline heating process, the tool is heated in a transient heat transfer mode until 

reaching the target temperature. Velay et al. (Velay, Cutard, & Guegan, 2008) investigated the 

thermomechanical loading of a SPF tool during the process for improving the lifetime of the 

SPF tool. It must be emphasized that in the entire SPF/HSBF process, all types of heat transfer 

including conduction, convection, and radiation occur under transient conditions. 
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1.4.1 Conductive heat transfer 

During the SPF/HSBF process, particularly in the offline heating mode, the tool experiences 

the conduction heat transfer in a transient mode when the installed heating elements start 

heating the tool. Conduction heat transfer occurs in materials where the temperature of two 

regions is different. When conductive heat transfer varies with time, then the process is called 

“transient” and in the case of constant heat transfer, it is called “steady state”. For an isotropic 

material without internal heat source the conductive energy equation is expressed as follows 

(Faghri, Zhang, & Howell, 2010): 

 T T T Tc k k k
t x x y y z z

ρ  ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   = + +     ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂      
(1.2) 

All terms of the equation are expressed in the nomenclature. 

Conduction heat transfer also occurs between the part and the dies, as well as between the 

insulators and dies. For the numerical simulation of heat conduction, physical properties of the 

material, ρ, c, and k, are required as mentioned in the above equation. As these terms are 

variable with temperature, hence, such variations should be considered during the numerical 

simulation. 

1.4.2 Convective heat transfer 

Convective heat transfer is the transfer of heat via the motion of fluids. There are two types of 

convective heat transfer that could be explained as follow: 

• Free or natural convection 
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Natural convection occurs when the motion of a fluid is caused by buoyancy forces. When a 

fluid is warmed up with a hot source like a hot plate, its molecules are dilated and cause the 

fluid to be less dense. Consequently, the fluid is dislocated while the cooler fluid becomes 

denser and the fluid goes down. Thus, the hotter volume transfers heat to the cooler volume of 

the fluid. The upward flow of air because of a hot object is an example of the free convective 

heat transfer. Natural convection in SPF/HSBF process occurs between the external surfaces 

of the tool and ambient air during the offline heating stage. It also occurs during the cooling 

stage of the process, where there is no cooling media like fans to force the part to be cooled, 

then, the part is cooled in a free convection mode. 

• Forced convection 

Forced convection occurs when a fluid is forced to flow over an object by an external source 

such as fans or sprays. During the cooling stage of the SPF/HSBF process when the part is 

cooled with a cooling media, like cooling fans, the part is submitted to forced convection. 

Convection heat transfer is described by the Newton’s cooling law, as below (Bejan & Kraus, 

2003): 

 
(1.3) 

In the numerical simulation of the SPF/HSBF process, the heat convection coefficient (h) is an 

important parameter that will be discussed in detail through this thesis. 

1.4.3 Radiative heat transfer 

Thermal radiation is the potential to emit electromagnetic waves from all substances that have 

a temperature higher than absolute zero. It shows the conversion of thermal energy to 

electromagnetic energy. Thermal energy is the kinetic energy of movements of molecules in a 

material. Electromagnetic waves can be propagated in vacuumed spaces. The severity of 

 ( )sq hA T T∞= −
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emitted energy from a surface depends on the quality and temperature of the surface. When 

there are two objects with different temperatures, the colder object absorbs the heat by radiation 

and the hotter object emits the radiation (Howell, Menguc, & Siegel, 2010). In its general form, 

radiation exchange between two objects is described by the following equation: 

4 4
2 1( )q A T Tσε= −                                                     (1.4) 

In the SPF/HSBF process, radiation phenomenon occurs between the external surfaces of the 

tool and the ambient atmosphere. However, radiation heat transfer mode is present between all 

the internal surfaces of the tool. It also occurs, during the cooling stage contributing in the 

cooling of the part. 

In the literature, most of the studies are focused on the material and formability of the 

SPF/HSBF process part such as (Bruschi, Ghiotti, & Michieletto, 2013; Carrino, Giuliano, & 

Napolitano, 2003; G Giuliano, Corrado, & Polini, 2018; Lin, 2003; Mikhaylovskaya et al., 

2017; Mosleh, Mikhaylovskaya, Kotov, & Kwame, 2019; K Anantha Padmanabhan & Gleiter, 

2013; Ridley, Bate, & Zhang, 2005; Yasmeen et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2017), while, few works 

are available that consider other aspects of the process like temperature variations and 

distortion. In the following, some studies related to the thermal aspect of the SPF/HSBF will 

be reviewed. 

1.5 Thermal aspects of the SPF/HSBF process 

As mentioned, until now, most of the focus in the studies of the SPF/HSBF process has been 

dedicated to the material and formability of the process while there are a few works that 

consider other aspects of the process specifically thermal analysis and distortion. As the 

temperature variation is one of the most important parameters that affects the final shape of the 
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SPF/HSBF part, then understanding and analyzing the temperature evolution during the 

SPF/HSBF process is critical. In the following, a summary of the published literature 

specifically related to the thermal aspects is presented: 

A. Petiot and T. Favre investigated the thermal behaviour of a SPF press and tool to optimize 

the SPF process with considering tool lifetime, production cycle time, and press productivity. 

In the study, they simulated the temperature evolution in the press, the SPF tool, and SPF part. 

In this work, both steady state and transition condition were investigated. The authors 

concluded that with simulating the heat transfer during the SPF process it will be possible to 

optimizing the heating cycle, modifying the temperature set-points, and obtaining information 

in mechanical stresses during the entire process (Petiot & Favre, 2007). 

Donato Sorgente et al. investigated the feasibility of conducting SPF process on common 

industrial presses for the production of an automotive part. In this investigation, they tried to 

perform SPF of the automotive part with common presses with preparing the required heating 

power only for the SPF tool. They eventually succeeded to produce the SPF parts with the 

suggested approach. For the work, they used both experimental and numerical methods but in 

the numerical simulation they applied different simplifications and presented little information 

on the boundary conditions they used for their simulations (Sorgente et al., 2016). Fig. 1.7 

depicts the SPF part and tool in their study. 
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Figure 1-7 The SPF tool and part (Sorgente et al., 2016) 

Mauduit et al. examined the feasibility of using infrared lamps for the heating of components 

during the SPF process. In a laboratory scale, they used several infrared lamps to heat the sheet 

material for the forming process. In the study, they used both experimental and numerical 

approaches. They concluded that with using infrared technology the cost of the SPF process 

would decrease (Mauduit, Le Fournier, Grondin, Pottier, & Le-Maoult, 2017). Fig. 1.8 

illustrates the schematic section view of the used approach in this investigation. 
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Figure 1-8 The schematic section view of the applied laboratory                                        
scale aparatus (Mauduit et al., 2017) 

1.6 Distortion phenomenon during the SPF/HSBF process 

Generally, distortion in a solid component occurs when the component is exposed to disparate 

(non-uniform) contraction or expansion. This phenomenon usually occurs when a part is in a 

manufacturing or heat-treating process. Fig. 1.9 shows a sample of a distorted part after a 

quenching process. 
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Figure 1-9 A distorted part after quenching process (CROUCHER, 2008) 

Distortion in a part is a complex phenomenon which depends on different parameters like 

geometry, metallurgical structure, temperature variation, residual stresses, mechanical 

boundary conditions, etc. (Chandler, 1996; CROUCHER, 2008; Totten, 2002). Distortion 

could occur in different industrial processes such as welding, quenching, and machining. In 

this regard, many efforts have been made to predict and control this phenomenon. Practically 

when a part distorts, its desirable shape and dimensions will be affected, then rework is 

required which is an adding cost to the part. Fig. 1.10 illustrates the influence of different 

effective parameters on the distortion in a part. One of the conventional industrial processes 

on the metallic materials is cooling. The cooling process is usually applied after heat treating 

or hot deformation processes. As the SPF/HSBF process is carried out at high temperature then 

a cooling step is always used to cool down the part after the deformation process. 
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Figure 1-10 Effective factors on the distortion phenomenon (Totten, 2002) 
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1.6.1 Thermal analysis of the SPF/HSBF process 

For the thermal analysis of the SPF/HSBF process, both experimental and numerical 

approaches could be employed. In the thermal analysis, recording temperature evolution during 

the process is required which is usually performed by attaching thermocouples (TCs) at 

different locations of the die or the sheet material. This approach is also applied in this study. 

Fig. 1.11 shows an example of attached thermocouples on a sheet material and die of a hot 

stamping process. 

 

Figure 1-11 Attached thermocouples at the different locations of                                          
a sheet material and die in a hot stamping process                                                      
(Blaise, Bourouga, Abdulhay, & Dessain, 2013) 

For the numerical modelling of the temperature evolution during the SPF/HSBF process, the 

accurate determination of the thermal boundary condition is essential. As mentioned above, 

during the SPF/HSBF process, all modes of heat transfer occur and beside the boundary 
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conditions, the right physical properties of the materials (material of the sheet and tool) should 

be considered.  

In the numerical modelling of the part during the cooling process, one of the most important 

parameters is Heat Transfer Coefficient (HTC) that should be determined. For the calculation 

of the HTC value during the cooling processes, usually temperature evolution curves are used 

(Liščić, 2016; Zhang, Feng, Li, & Liu, 2013), which is similarly employed in this thesis. In 

this method, the condition of the conductive heat transfer within the part is determinative. If 

the internal conduction within the part is negligible then the HTC value could be directly 

calculated from the cooling curves but in the case when the internal conduction is significant 

then the calculation of the HTC is challenging and usually inverse method (Huiping, Guoqun, 

Shanting, & Yiguo, 2006; Xu, 2006) is applied for the calculation purpose. 

The criterion for the determination of the HTC value by inverse or direct method is the Biot 

number. The Biot number is defined by: 

(1.5) 

If Bi is less than 0.1, then the internal conduction could be ignored (Bergman, Incropera, 

Lavine, & DeWitt, 2011). In this thesis, due to the very low thickness of the blank (about 2 

mm), internal conduction within the SPF part could be ignored and the HTC value for the part 

is determined directly from the cooling curves by considering the energy balance equation for 

the workpiece. Xiao et al. employed this method in for calculating the HTC value for a work 

piece (Xiao et al., 2011). The authors used the following relation (equation 1.6) for the 

calculation of ‘h’ and Fig. 1.12 shows the evolution of HTC with temperature using the above 

method: 

  (1.6) 

hlBi
k

=

( )part air

mc dTh
A T T dt

= ⋅
−
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Figure 1-12 Calculated HTC value vs workpiece                                                      
temperature (Xiao et al., 2011) 

During the cooling processes, usually the cooling media is a liquid such as oil or water, which 

makes the cooling process quite fast that is named quenching. The HTC values in the 

quenching processes are significantly higher than that of air/gas cooling processes. In the 

air/gas cooling processes the range of the HTC value is about several hundreds while in the 

quenching it shows several thousands. It should be noted that in the air/gas cooling cases, if 

the air/gas is applied under pressure or high speeds, then the HTC values could be comparable 

with the quenching processes in the liquid media. Fig. 1.13 depicts a graph of HTC value in a 

liquid media with values reaching above 5000 during the quenching process. 
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Figure 1-13 HTC value for a steel component quenched in an                                                
oil media (Da Silva et al., 2012) 

However, in most cases of the SPF/HSBF process the cooling step is performed in the ambient 

air with/without air blowing to the part, hence the range of the HTCs would not be more than 

few hundreds. Therefore, in this work the effect of the radiation term in the total heat transfer 

was investigated. 

It must be also noted that fluctuations have been observed in the values of the calculated HTC 

when using the above mentioned method (Kim & Oh, 2001). Fig. 1.14 shows an illustrative 

example of the HTC fluctuation during an air cooling process. The observed fluctuations have 

been related to temperature recording and considered as measurement background noise. 
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Figure 1-14 HTC value with fluctuation in air cooling process (Kim & Oh, 2001) 

However, Xiao et al. (Xiao et al., 2011) reported that this background noise could lead to 

significant error in the calculation of the cooling rate and the HTC value. Hence, to avoid such 

error, they used a smoothed cooling curve profile by employing a polynomial function and 

then the smoothed data was used to calculate the HTC and cooling rate. In their calculation, no 

details were provided on the possible induced error in the calculation of the HTC or cooling 

rate. Fig. 1.15 depicts a comparison of the cooling curves in the original and smoothed data in 

their study. 
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Figure 1-15 Comparison of the cooling curves data in original and curve                          
fitted states during air cooling process (Xiao et al., 2011) 

In this thesis, for the calculation of the HTC, both original cooling curve data and curve fitted 

ones were used and the numerical results based on both approaches were compared. 

1.6.2 Studies on the distortion phenomenon 

As mentioned above, little information is available on the cooling process of SPF/HSBF 

components including thermal analysis and distortion issues. Moreover, among the few 

available studies, very little or no detailed information is provided on the above topics. 

Generally, distortion in a component means deviating from the original shape and dimensions. 

This could occur in any component with different dimensions. However, distortion due to the 

cooling process could occur in different media with different conditions such as still air, 

blowing air, still oil, agitating oil, etc. Due to the different conditions of the cooling processes, 

distortion is considered as a complex phenomenon in a vast range of applications (Deng & 

Murakawa, 2008; Hou et al., 2012; Li et al., 2020; Prantil, Callabresi, Lathrop, Ramaswamy, 
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& Lusk, 2003; Priesnitz, Sinke, & Benedictus, 2014; Sonar, Lomte, Gogte, & 

Balasubramanian, 2018). 

For example O. Kessler et al. (Kessler et al., 2006) investigated and compared the effect of 

high pressure gas quenching and liquid quenching on the distortion of an aluminum alloy sheet 

part. In their study, they found that high pressure gas quenching could reduce the distortion in 

the part in comparison with the liquid quenching process. 

Yang et al. (Yang et al., 2013) simulated the quenching process of a thin large part made of 

aluminum alloy using the finite element software ABAQUS. In their analysis, they used three 

types of quenchant and compared the quenching results of each experiment. They emphasized 

that for the modelling of the process accurate determination of the HTC value is critical. In 

their work, they did not discuss how they measured the distortion reported in the paper. Fig. 

1.16 shows the part that they used for their work. 
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Figure 1-16 The large thin aluminum alloy part used in                                                      
Yang et al work (Yang et al., 2013) 

Rollin et al. (Rollin et al., 2016) simulated the forming, cooling, and clipping process of a SPF 

part with ABAQUS. In the numerical modelling of the cooling process, they applied three 

different strategies to investigate the effect of the temperature distribution and evolution on the 

distortion phenomenon. They stated that these strategies were not consistent with the real 

working conditions. Consequently, there was no validation of the numerical results. 

Bikass et al. (S. Bikass, B. Andersson, A. Pilipenko, & H. Langtangen, 2012) worked on a 

simple extruded  aluminum plate to investigate the effects of non-uniform cooling process on 

the distortion phenomenon. Fig. 1.17 shows the part and different non-uniformities cases. 

Generally, they concluded that, increasing in the non-uniformity would result into more 

distortion of the part. Their work clearly shows the effect of the thickness non-uniformity on 

the distortion. Non-uniformity in the thickness of a SPF/HSBF part is normal according to the 

nature of the process. Hence, it could be noted as one of the effective factors on the distortion 

of the part. 
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Figure 1-17 Extruded sample and schematic of                                                        
non-uniform cooling (S Bikass et al., 2012) 

Xiao et al. (Xiao et al., 2011) conducted several experiments to study the influence of forced 

air cooling on distortion of a cast aluminum part. The authors examined the effects of the air 

temperature, humidity, and velocity on the workpiece from different directions. Fig. 1.18 

illustrates the schematic of the workpieces in different directions used in the experiments. As 

one of the concerns of the work was the distortion of the part after the cooling process, they 

specially focused on the determination of the HTC to find the best cooling strategy for 

optimizing the process. They calculated the HTC directly from the cooling curve of the 

workpiece, a method that was also adopted in this thesis. They concluded that the HTC value 

was significantly dependent on the air velocity and workpiece orientation but much less 

sensitive to the air temperature or humidity. 
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Figure 1-18 The schematic workpieces with different directions (Xiao et al., 2011) 

1.7 Conclusions (challenges and objectives) 

The above literature review shows that the thermal aspects of the SPF/HSBF process have not 

been developed specifically when it comes to the thermal analysis and distortion issue in the 

SPF/HSBF components. Although SPF itself has been utilized for more than forty years but 

most of the attentions in this method was paid to the material and formability. Beside this 

concern, SPF is inherently suffering from the high cycle production time because of the low 

strain rate used for the forming process. Hence, HSBF was recently introduced as an alternative 

technique with a production cycle time sometimes 20 times faster than that of SPF. However, 

both SPF and HSBF are expensive techniques and attention must be paid to reduce rework or 

scrapping at the end of the process. 

It must be emphasized that SPF/HSBF is a complex thermomechanical process and the tool 

and part during the process are exposed to significant temperature variations. The components 

experience high temperature gas/air blowing during the forming process and then cooling 

usually with still or blowing air. As a result, distortion as a common issue occurs in the final 

step of the process which is subject to rework or rejection. Therefore, investigating the 

problems due to the temperature variation during the entire process is of crucial importance 

and this thesis is aimed to develop thermal analysis in the SPF/HSBF process. 
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For running the production line of a SPF/HSBF process, the SPF/HSBF tool is required to be 

heated until a target temperature close to 500ºC in the forming of an aluminum alloy case. The 

heating process is usually performed out of the press through offline heating. According to the 

significant volume and mass of the tool, this process could take up to 30 hours in the present 

study, which is a quite long process. For optimizing purposes, shortening this long heating 

period could be a valuable investigation which has not been considered in the literature. 

For the heating of the tool, usually heating elements, as the source of heat supply, are utilized. 

Depending on the design, the heating elements are installed in different locations of the 

SPF/HSBF tool and a controlling system such as PID drives the heating process. The offline 

heating process begins from the ambient temperature to the target temperature which is a 

transient heat transfer state. After reaching the target, temperature will change in a limited 

range during the production process, which is like a semi steady state. At the end of the offline 

heating process, temperature distribution on the surface of the dies (upper and lower) is critical 

since it is transferred on the part at the end of the forming process. In other words, the 

temperature distribution on the part at the beginning of the cooling step follows the temperature 

distribution of the die at the end of the forming process. As the temperature distribution on the 

part is critical in the cooling process then the temperature distribution on the part should be 

well considered. In general, more uniformity in the temperature distribution on the die is 

desirable, hence, one of the important goals in the thermal management of the SPF/HSBF tool 

should be the uniformity in the temperature distribution of the dies. In the literature, such 

consideration have not been taken into account and there is little available information with 

not much details, while temperature variations in the different steps of the SPF/HSBF process 

affects other steps and the thermal analysis is an interconnected process. 

Usually in the cooling/quenching processes, the initial temperature distribution of the 

cooled/quenched part is uniform and it is not considered as a source of any problem in the 

literature. This is mostly because of the nature of the heat-treating process in which the part is 
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heated for several hours and presents a uniform temperature distribution even in the large and 

thick parts. Sometimes, this uniformity is presented due to the smallness of the part. However, 

in the real process, the temperature distribution on the surface of the SPF/HSBF die is not 

uniform. On the other hand, the SPF/HSBF parts are thin and usually large, then the initial 

temperature distribution at the beginning of the cooling process is not uniform. This fact in the 

process, makes the thermal analysis of the cooling process more challenging specifically when 

it comes to calculating the HTC value. Practically the instantaneous HTC value will not be 

uniform within the part during the cooling process which makes the calculation more complex. 

Another lack of practical knowledge in the SPF/HSBF is the measurement of the distortion. In 

most cases, authors do not point how they practically measured the distortion in the real parts. 

In this thesis, the detailed distortion measurement methodology is considered. 

Based on the above investigation this thesis has been defined to achieve the following 

objectives as detailed below: 

1) Performing a comprehensive and thorough thermal analysis and obtaining a reliable 

numerical model that can correctly predict the temperature evolution in the tool during the 

entire process of the offline heating. In the practical case of this thesis, since the heating 

sources of the SPF/HSBF tool are governed by PID controllers, then a good knowledge of 

the PID controllers is required to be able to correctly apply the thermal boundary 

conditions. As all modes of heat transfer occur during the process and the tool is made of 

a different material, then, all the material and process parameters should be well 

determined. The obtained model should be validated with experiment(s) and based on the 

validated model, an optimized offline heating process will be determined with the view to 

minimize the duration of the offline heating process and maximize the uniformity in 

temperature distribution of the surface of the dies at the end of the process. 

2) Experimentally and numerically studying and analyzing the temperature evolution in the 

SPF/HSBF part during the entire cooling process. In this section, recording the 
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temperature evolution of the part during the cooling process is required. Based on the 

temperature recording, the HTC value should be determined which is the most important 

parameter in the numerical simulation. The most challenging part of this section is the 

calculation of the HTC value. The actual SPF part is large and the initial temperature 

distribution is not in reality uniform. On the other hand, the applied blowing air (from 

cooling fans) on the part does not actually present a uniform flow on the surface of the 

part, then each point over the part will have a different HTC value. Therefore, there should 

be a reasonable solution to overcome the challenge. The solution will be presented in the 

coming chapters. 

3) Experimentally investigating the distortion issue by conducting different experiments and 

proposing mitigation measures to reduce/overcome the issue. In this portion of the work, 

different experiments will be designed and conducted to investigate the effect of various 

parameters on the distortion of the SPF part. One of the challenges in this section will be 

the measurement of the distortion through the parts. As the experimented parts are large 

and the final shape of them are going to be compared with the original part, then the 

measurements should be accurate enough. In this regard, for a reliable and qualified 

measurement, use of a 3D scanner camera will be considered. These cameras use point 

cloud methodology having a high precision and accuracy. 
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Abstract 

High-Speed Blow Forming (HSBF) is a new manufacturing technology based on superplastic 

forming for the production of complex shape thin sheet of aluminum alloys for electrical car 

body panels. A major challenge for the full scale industrialization of the process in automotive 

industry is to reduce the overall HSBF processing time while keeping temperature distribution 

as uniform as possible on the dies. In this study, the thermal mapping of the dies during the 

preheating cycle (also known as offline heating) of a HSBF process was investigated using a 

hybrid experimental-numerical method with a view to minimizing the preheating time and to 

obtain a uniform temperature distribution on the dies surfaces at the end of the preheating 

cycle. To this end, the upper and lower dies of an industrial size part were instrumented with 

14 thermocouples at different locations of the dies. The process was simulated using the finite 

element software ABAQUS to predict the temperature evolution over the entire surfaces of the 
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dies from room temperature to the target temperature. The predictions were validated by 

comparison with the experimental measurements. Based on the obtained results a new offline 

heating cycle insuring minimum discrepancy in temperature distribution and minimum 

processing time is proposed. 

Keywords: Superplastic Forming Tool, Heating Element, Offline Heating, ABAQUS. 

2.1 Introduction 

High-Speed Blow Forming (HSBF) is a newly introduced manufacturing process in which a 

superplastic sheet metal is deformed to very large strain levels (200 % to 1000 %) in order to 

shape complex geometries that could not be obtained using traditional metal stamping 

methods. The most contrasting feature of the HSBF process is the higher strain rate when 

compared to a conventional Super Plastic Forming (SPF) process. HSBF process is usually 

carried out at high temperatures between 0.4 to 0.6 of melting point of the sheet material (Tm), 

and strain rates of around 10-2 s-1. Due to the complexity of the shape of the formed parts, 

thinning, rupture, wrinkling, distortion, and galling could occur at different stages during or 

after the process. It has been reported that local variations of temperature, strain rate, friction 

coefficient, and the microstructure of the material have significant impacts on the quality of 

the SPF products (Cappetti, Garofalo, Naddeo, Nastasia, & Pellegrino, 2010; Gillo Giuliano, 

2011). Therefore, in order to increase reliability and repeatability of the HSBF process, it is 

crucial to develop a better understanding of each step of the process. However, due to the recent 

introduction of this technology, little data is available in the literature and most of the existing 

reports are focused on the mechanical properties and formability of the material rather than 

thermal aspect of the process. The data is even scarcer on complex shape thin sheet of 

aluminum alloys formed by the HSBF technique. 

Fig. 2.1 shows schematically the main steps of the HSBF process which include preheating of 

the forming dies outside the press (known as offline heating), preheating blank in the hot die, 

preforming the blank by crash forming, gas blowing, and the final cooling process. Among the 
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above variables, temperature has one of the most significant impacts on the quality of the final 

product. Often a combination of experimentation and numerical simulation, mostly finite 

element analysis (FEA), has been used to quantify and analyze the influence of temperature on 

the forming process. 

For example, Velay et al. (Velay, Cutard, & Guegan, 2012) investigated the influence of 

thermal loading cycle on thermomechanical stresses and strains induced on a superplastic 

forming die using FEA. Mis et al. (Mis, Hall, Spence, Emekwuru, & Kibble, 2013) used FEA 

to study the impact of temperature distribution and heat transfer management on the quality of 

the final product in a SPF process. Harrison et al. (Harrison, Rubek, & Friechnan, 2013) 

developed a FEA based method to optimally design and determine the heat sources and 

insulators in a hot stamping die to achieve desired temperature distribution in the die. Recently 

Mauduit et al. (Mauduit et al., 2017) reported that it is possible to use infra-red lamps to directly 

heat up the sheet material during superplastic forming process. Xiao-bo et al. (Fan, He, & 

Yuan, 2012) studied the forming behavior of 5A06 aluminum alloy sheet during hot gas 

forming process and highlighted the importance of temperature, pressure and time on the 

formability of the aluminum sheets during the process. Sorgente et al. (Sorgente et al., 2016) 

investigated the feasibility of using a common industrial press with a different heating 

approach to form components with SPF process. 

Due to the large mass of the HSBF tool (in general more than four metric tons) heating it to 

the target temperature (~500 ºC) takes often more than 30 hours. Thus, from a production 

optimization point of view, the dies are usually heated to near the target forming temperature 

outside of the press (offline heating). Then a small portion of the heating process is carried out 

after mounting the tool on the press (online heating). However, from a quality perspective, it 

is crucial that the heating process does not result in unacceptable temperature distribution 

within the die, particularly considering the complex geometry of the part. Therefore, an in-

depth understanding of the interactions between material properties, die geometry, and heat 
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transfer needs to be developed to insure reliability and repeatability of the manufacturing 

process. A better understanding of temperature history during the offline heating will also 

contribute to the development of an optimized heating strategy thereby improving production 

rate and reducing energy consumption. 

The present study has been defined in this context and its main objective is to investigate the 

temperature evolution during the offline heating step of the HSBF process of thin sheet of 

aluminum alloys for automotive applications. To this end, an industrial size HSBF tool, used 

for a large size complex shape part, was fully instrumented with thermocouples and 

temperature evolutions were recorded during the offline heating process. A numerical model 

using ABAQUS was developed to simulate the different stages of the heating process and 

predict the temperature evolution over the surfaces of the upper and lower dies. Special 

attention was paid to the selection of heat transfer coefficient, material properties, and other 

boundary conditions considering the actual industrial conditions. Finally, the numerical 

predictions were validated with the experimental results that helped defining new heating 

strategies for better uniformity and shorter heating times. In the next sections, the applied 

experimental and FEA procedures will be described and the results will be discussed. 

 

Figure 2-1 The schematic of a HSBF process a) offline heating of the tool,                            
b) heating of the sheet material, c) preforming, d) blow forming, e) cooling 

2.2 Experimental procedures 

The HSBF tool consists of two heating platens and two dies (i.e. lower and upper). The heating 

platens have approximate dimensions of 1.5 m×1.5 m×0.5 m and are used for different dies. 

Fig. 2.2 shows the cross section view of the CAD model of the studied HSBF tool. In order to 
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provide the required energy for heating the tools, thirty flexible tubular heating elements of 

3735 W were installed on the surface of the heating platens. The heating elements are 

controlled using a PID (Proportional-Integral-Derivative) controller during the entire process. 

In order to monitor and control the temperature of the dies, 14 type K thermocouples (TC) 

were fixed 2 mm below the surface of the dies through drilled blind holes from the back of the 

dies. As also shown in Fig. 2.2, during the heating process, the upper and lower heating platens 

are completely closed. Fig. 2.3 shows the locations of the TCs that were chosen carefully to 

cover the entire area of the lower and upper dies. Based on preliminary experiments, TC8 was 

selected as the controller thermocouple for the operation of the PID and temperature of all TCs 

were recorded every second using a conventional data logger. The preliminary experiments 

helped having an initial estimation of temperature distribution on the surface of the die to 

determine how sophisticated the controlling system should drive the heat sources to obtain an 

optimal temperature distribution on the surface of the die. As the experiments did not show 

considerable discrepancy in the temperature distribution (less than 25 ºC) therefore the analysis 

was focused on using one controlling temperature. For the analysis TC8 was selected; however, 

any other TC could have also been used. Furthermore, to minimize thermal shocks a heating 

rate below 60 ºC/hour and limited power were initially applied. 

On the basis of the above criteria, during the first step of the heating process, a constant power 

was provided to the elements for almost 13 hours. The voltage was then increased to 600 V 

until the target temperature was reached with a heating rate determined by the PID system. 
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Figure 2-2 The CAD model of the HSBF tool 

  

 Figure 2-3 Positions of the TCs on the upper and lower dies 

2.3 Numerical model and boundary conditions 

ABAQUS 6.13 was used for the numerical simulations and the CAD files were prepared by 

CATIA V5R21. A total number of 429477 linear tetrahedron elements (DC3D4) were used for 

meshing of the assembly.  

The HSBF dies, plates and insulators are made of different materials with different physical 

properties, as reported in Table 2.1. The die material is made of steel 1, and the upper and 

lower plates from steel 2. The insulators were placed between the heating platens and the outer 

surface. 
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Table 2-1 Material physical specifications 

 Density 
(Kg/m³) 

Specific heat 
capacity (J/kg ºC) 

Conductivity 
(W/m ºC) 

Steel1 ("https://www.verbom.com 
(supplier of the HSBF die),") 7860 460 34 

Steel2 ("https://www.verbom.com 
(supplier of the HSBF die),") 7850 490 43 

Insulator1 
("http://www.bnzmaterials.com 

(material producer),") 
961 1260 0.17 

Insulator2 
("http://www.industries3r.com 

(material producer) 
") 

138 1050 0.11 

The above physical properties for the steels vary with the temperature. In the range of this 

study (20 ºC – 500 ºC) according to the low impact of the variable properties they were 

considered as constant. Furthermore, the temperature of the insulators did not increase 

considerably hence similarly their physical properties were also assumed as constant. 

According to the well machined and smooth surfaces the contacts between the all surfaces were 

considered almost ideal. 

During the offline heating process, the HSBF tool stands on four legs and natural convection 

heat transfer was assumed to occur both internally and externally. Moreover, radiative heat 

transfer was assumed between all internal surfaces and externally between the surfaces and the 

ambient atmosphere. For all surfaces, an emissivity (ε) value of 0.8, corresponding to a mild 

oxidized steel surface (Wilson, 2004), was considered. The ambient temperature and the initial 

temperature of the HSBF tool were considered equal to 20 ºC. 
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For the calculation of the external heat convection coefficient, h, the surfaces were considered 

as flat plates and the following relations reported in (Çengel & Ghajar, 2011) were used: 

.Nu kh
l

=                                                              (2.1) 

. nNu C Ra=                                                           (2.2) 

3

2

( ) .sg T T lRa Prβ
ν

∞−=                                                  (2.3) 

where Nu is the Nusselt number, k the air thermal conductivity (W/m ºC), l the characteristic 

length (m) , Ra the Rayleigh number, Pr the Prandtl number, Ts the surface temperature (ºC), 

T∞ the ambient temperature (ºC), g the gravity (m/s²), β the air thermal expansion coefficient 

(1/K), ν the air kinematic viscosity (m²/s), and C and n are constants. 

It should be noted that, in the above equations a constant surface temperature (Ts=constant) is 

assumed; however, in practice, the temperature of the surfaces are not exactly constant and 

some variations occur. Therefore, the average of the initial and end temperatures that was 

experimentally measured was considered as Ts. Finally, the other constants (k, ν, etc.) were 

obtained from [13]. 

Table 2.2 summarizes the h values used in each step and related constants for the upper, lower, 

and side plates. 
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Table 2-2 External heat convection coefficients and related parameters 

  Upper surface Lower surface Lateral surfaces 

First step 

Ts = 25 

β = 0.0034 

k = 25.3×10-3 

υ = 1.54×10-5 

Pr = 0.73 

C = 0.15 

n = 1/3 

l = 0.47 

h = 3 

Ts = 25 

β = 0.0034 

k = 25.3×10-3 

υ = 1.54×10-5 

Pr = 0.73 

C = 0.27 

n = 1/4 

l = 0.47 

h = 1.2 

Ts = 25 

β = 0.0034 

k = 25.3×10-3 

υ = 1.54×10-5 

Pr = 0.73 

C = 0.59 

n = 1/4 

l = 0.68 

h = 2.5 

Second step 

Ts = 80 

β = 0.003 

k = 27.3×10-3 

υ = 1.8×10-5 

Pr = 0.72 

C = 0.15 

n = 1/3 

l = 0.47 

h = 6.5 

Ts = 85 

β = 0.003 

k = 27.5×10-3 

υ = 1.8×10-5 

Pr = 0.72 

C = 0.27 

n = 1/4 

l = 0.47 

h = 2.5 

Ts = 35 

β = 0.0033 

k = 25.7×10-3 

υ = 1.58×10-5 

Pr = 0.73 

C = 0.59 

n = 1/4 

l = 0.68 

h = 3.2 

As the HSBF tool is completely closed during the offline heating process, for calculating the 

internal heat convection coefficient, the internal space between the dies and heating platens 

was considered as rectangular enclosure and an h value of 2 W/m²C was determined for this 

condition in agreement with (Shabany, 2009). The governing equation that was applied to the 

case is: 
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where H and L are the dimensions of the enclosure. The validity of the above approach for the 

selection of the h values will be further confirmed based on the experimental and simulation 

results. 

During the first step, the heating elements work with constant power of 2247 W/m² per heating 

element. This heat flux was assigned as the boundary condition in the numerical model. 

However, during the second step the PID controller was acting and, therefore, the heat flux for 

each heating element was not constant and varied with time. 

PID is a control system which calculates an error e(t) between a set-point (sp) and actual 

process variable (pv) and applies a correction based on PID terms.(Åström & Hägglund, 1995; 

Crowe et al., 2005). The maximum output of a PID controller is an adjustable value. In the 

present study in order to protect the heating elements, a maximum output of 90% was applied 

(i.e. nominal applied power to each heating element which will not go above 90 % of 3735 W). 

During the experiments, the PID controller was functioning based on just one feedback from 

TC8, then the recorded temperature of the TC8 (as the controller TC) was used to calculate 

e(t). At the early stage of the offline heating, due to significant difference between the target 

temperature and instantaneous TC8 temperature, the PID output is maximum. In accordance 

with the definition, e(t) was obtained as the difference between the target temperature and the 

actual temperature of the TC8 in every moment (470-pv(t)). Eventually the output of the PID 

were extracted as a curve and applied in the input heat flux of the heating elements. Fig. 2.4 

shows the error and PID output. 
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Figure 2-4 (a) error vs time (b) practical PID output 

In practice, the heat input was set to increase step-wise with the specific percentages which are 

shown in Fig. 2.5. This recommendation is based on the heating rate of the die i.e. less than 60 

ºC/hr in this case. Based on the PID output the power of heating elements is calculated and the 

result for each heating element is presented in Fig. 2.6. 

 

Figure 2-5 PID output during the second step of the                                                    
offline heating process 
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Figure 2-6 Power of the heating elements during the                                                        
second step of the offline mode 

2.4 Results and discussions 

The variation of temperature with time for 8 thermocouples is presented in Fig. 2.7. As shown 

in this figure, the whole process takes near to 30 hours. At the first step the heating rate is very 

low which is normal according to the low applied power. At the second step the heating rate is 

considerably higher than that of the step one due to the higher applied voltage (600 V). The 

average temperature difference between the TCs at the end of the process is around 15 ºC. The 

predicted and experimental results for evolution of temperature during the offline test are 

compared in Fig. 2.8 for six TCs. In this figure, a stepwise PID output, i.e. 35, 45, and 55 %, 

was assumed in the simulation to maintain the maximum heating rate criterion that was less 

than 60 ºC/hour. There is a good agreement between the experimental and numerical results. 

The average of the temperature differences between the experiment and simulation during the 

entire process is 12 ºC which is reasonable. The temperature distribution at the end of the 

process is almost uniform with the maximum difference of 8 ºC on the surface of the die as 

presented in Fig. 2.9. In the heating and forming step of the HSBF process the temperature 

distribution of the blank follows the temperature distribution on the die surface. Temperature 

gradient within the part is one of the most important factors causing distortion in the HSBF 

final part, hence more the temperature distribution on the sheet material is uniform the 

probability of the distortion is less (S. Bikass, B. Andersson, A. Pilipenko, & H. P. Langtangen, 
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2012; Kessler et al., 2006; Totten, 2002). Thus, homogeneous temperature distribution on the 

surface of the die is desirable. In this case maximum 8 ºC difference is favorable which is 

obtained with considering all heating elements (whole area of the heating platens) as one zone. 

This result was expected because 1) the heating elements cover and heat all material of the die 

in a symmetric manner 2) the geometry of the die is almost symmetric 3) the distribution of 

the mass of the die is almost uniform. To have a better perspective and comparison, another 

simulation was done by adding TC11 as the second controller TC. The heating platens are 

divided to two zones while TC8 drives Zone 1 and TC 11 drives Zone 2 as depicted in Fig. 

2.10. The target temperature for both TCs is the same as 470 ºC. The results in Fig. 2.11 show 

almost the same pattern of temperature distribution with the maximum difference of 12 ºC on 

the surface of the die. The comparison between these two cases suggests that considering all 

heating elements as one zone results more uniform temperature distribution on the surface of 

the die which is favorable. Moreover, considering just one zone for the heating elements could 

simplify controlling system while it decreases the cost of maintenance and repairing. 

 

Figure 2-7 Experimental results for the offline heating experiment 
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It should be noted that, a lack of data acquisition occurred between the range of 47000 (S) to 

53000 (S). This was due to an issue with the data acquisition software. Fortunately, this lack 

of data recording (1.5 hours over 30 hours) did not affect our analysis. 

In this study the condition of the heating system gave the possibility to use just one controller 

TC to obtain the desirable temperature distribution. However, it should be noted that as the 

actual conditions deviate from the ideal ones, then the controller system will be more complex. 

For example, if the die is not symmetric or the distribution of the mass is not sufficiently 

uniform, then there should be more controller TCs to drive the system. In order to obtain more 

information on the mass distribution uniformity in the die and the position of the heat sources, 

the distance of the different points of the surface of the die from the heating plate (where the 

heating elements are installed) was calculated and it was found that the maximum difference 

was approximately 14 cm. This calculation suggests with an almost symmetric die and 

symmetric position of heat sources the 14 cm deviation in mass distribution could result in a 

uniform temperature distribution on the surface of the die and therefore only one controller TC 

would suffice.  
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Figure 2-8 Comparison of the experiment and FEM results in the TCs 
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Figure 2-9 Temperature distribution on the surface of the                                                 
HSBF die at the end of the offline heating process 

 

Figure 2-10 The divided heating platen to two zones 

 

Figure 2-11 Temperature distribution on the surface of the                                               
HSBF die at the end of the offline heating process with                                            

considering 2 PID controllers 
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As mentioned above the application of the step wise mode was with the objective to respect 

the maximum heating rate of less than 60 ºC/hour. It must be noted that the measured 

temperatures are those at the surface of the die not the whole die. However, numerical results 

show that the temperature evolution inside the die is similar to that at the surface. As illustrated 

in Fig. 2.12, the temperature evolution of TC12 and three selected points within the thickness 

of the die, obtained by simulation, follow nearly the same patterns. Thus it could be suggested 

that the heating rate of the points on the surface of the die would be an acceptable estimation 

for the heating rate of the bulk of the die. 

 

Figure 2-12 The temperature evolution comparison between                                             
TC12 and the points inside the die as A1, A2 and A3. 

The results reported in Fig. 2.13 also show that the actual heating rate of the die is 

approximately 28º C/hour. Since the heat equation ( q mcT=  ) assumes a linear relationship 

between the heating rate and q  (power/wattage of heat source), then the PID adjustment could 

be directly correlated to the heating rate. In other words the ratio of the maximum to the actual 

heating rate, i.e. 60/28 in this case equals to that of PID percentage (i.e. input power). As the 
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average applied step wise power during the second stage (Fig. 2.7) was 45 %; therefore, 

multiplying 45 % by 60/28 indicates (≈95 %) that it is possible to use the 95% constant power. 

Based on the above analysis and safety of the heating elements and the die, simulations were 

run with a constant 80 % power applied throughout the second stage of heating, instead of the 

step-wise heating, as shown in Fig. 2.13. With this assumption, the temperature evolution was 

simulated and the results are reported in Fig. 2.14. Results show that up to 7 hours could be 

saved from the overall offline heating period with the application of the new heating procedure. 

It should be mentioned that, the maximum heating rate criterion of less than 60 ºC/hour is also 

respected in the proposed approach. This achievement can give a good estimation for the 

heating requirement and determining the power of heat sources as heating elements in this 

case. 

 

Figure 2-13 Full power of the heating elements during the                                               
second step of the offline mode 
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Figure 2-14 Comparison of the results between overall and specific                                
limited PID output in the second step of the offline heating process 

As mentioned in section 3, an h value of 2 W/m² ºC was assumed for the interior space of the 

HSBF tool. Although the calculation of the h value in an enclosure is a complex process; 

however, as reported in Fig. 15, based on the developed FEA model, if the internal convection 

is eliminated (i.e. h=0), a maximum difference of 5 ºC occurs at the end of the heating process 

which indicates that the effect of internal convection could be considered negligible in the 

present study. The above findings also show that considering all surfaces around the HSBF 

tool as a plate to calculate the external h value was a valid assumption. 

With the above obtained results, it could be reasonably said that by considering the suitable 

assumptions and boundary conditions (as discussed above), the FE simulation allows obtaining  

an acceptable preliminary estimation of temperature distribution on the surface of the HSBF 

die. 
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Figure 2-15 Comparison of temperature evolution in TC8 during the                              
offline heating process with h=0 and h=2 

2.5 Conclusion 

1) The offline heating process of the HSBF tool was successfully simulated using finite 

element analysis and good agreements were obtained between the numerical and 

experimental results. 

2) The measured heating rate at the surface of the die is a good representative of the heating 

rate inside the bulk of the die. Based on this result the obtained heating rate from the 

thermocouples was correlated to the power of the heat source.  

3) The results showed that considering all heating elements of the HSBF tool as one zone 

resulted in more uniform temperature distribution in comparison to the case where the 

heating elements are divided into two zones. 

4) The FEA showed that considering all surfaces around the HSBF tool as plates was a 

reasonable simplifying assumption for the calculation of the external h value and the internal 

convection heat transfer during the offline heating process in the HSBF tool is a negligible 

phenomenon. 
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Abstract 

Super Plastic Forming (SPF) is a developed manufacturing method in which a superplastic thin 

sheet metal could be extended to very large strains (200 % to 1000 %) and deformed to a 

complex shape. One of the major challenges in this technique is the control of temperature 

during the process as it has a significant impact on the distortion of the final product. This 

study is aimed to experimentally and numerically analyze the temperature evolution during the 

cooling stage of the SPF process. In this regard, an industrial scale SPF product made of thin 

sheet 5083 aluminum alloy was instrumented with 9 thermocouples (TCs) attached at different 

locations of the part and the temperature evolution was recorded. The process was numerically 

simulated with the commercial Finite Element Analysis (FEA) software ABAQUS with a new 

approach which considers local temperature evolution during the process. A good conformity 

between the numerical and experimental results was obtained confirming the validity of the 

assumptions on heat transfer conditions. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Heat treatment is one of the most common processes that takes place in different industrial 

applications and cooling as the last step in any heat treatment process has a significant impact 

on the final mechanical properties and dimensional characteristics of a part (Rajan, Sharma, & 

Sharma, 2011). In the thermal analysis of a cooling process, Heat Transfer Coefficient (HTC) 

is one of the most important parameters that should be considered; particularly, when it comes 

to the prediction of temperature evolution using numerical simulation. However, accurate 

determination of the HTC is challenging when it comes to advanced manufacturing processes 

such as Super Plastic Forming (SPF) where large thin sheet material is formed into complex 

shapes. 

In the SPF process, a fine grain material (average grain size between 5 μm and 15 μm) is 

deformed to very large elongations (sometimes up to 1000 %) at high temperature (0.4 - 0.6 of 

melting temperature) and very low strain rates (around 10-3 s-1). SPF has been successfully 

used in automotive and aeronautic industries although the low strain rate that results in high 

production cycle time is the weakness of the method for the mass production scale (Gillo 

Giuliano, 2011; Majidi et al., 2018b). Fig. 3.1 depicts schematically the three main steps in a 

SPF process, consisting of heating the sheet material, which could be performed out of the die, 

blow forming with an inert gas, and cooling. 

 

Figure 3-1 The schematic of the SPF technique a) Heating of the sheet material,                   
b) Gas blow forming, c) Cooling 
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Due to the complex thermomechanical process, the final part could suffer from thinning, 

wrinkling, distortion, and cavitation that could arise during the entire process (Cappetti et al., 

2010; Kuppuswamy Anantha Padmanabhan, Vasin, & Enikeev, 2012; Tan, Liew, & Tan, 2007; 

Tang, Fuh, & Lee, 2015). Up to now, most of the investigations in the SPF process have 

focussed on the material behavior and formability (Balasubramanian, Stalin, Ramanathan, & 

Ravichandran, 2019; Kumar, Ismail, Vijayarasi, & Kumar, 2019; Majidi, Jahazi, & 

Bombardier, 2018a; Majidi et al., 2019; Nazzal, Khraisheh, & Darras, 2004; Vijayananth, 

Jayaseelan, & Kumar, 2019), while less attention has been paid to other aspects of the process, 

such as thermal analysis, SPF press and tool quality, etc.  

For example, Sorgente et al. (Sorgente et al., 2016) examined the feasibility of conducting the 

SPF process using common industrial presses. Velay et al. (Velay et al., 2008) studied the 

thermomechanical loading of a SPF tool in order to improve the tool lifetime. Mauduit et al. 

(Mauduit et al., 2017) reported on the application of infra-red (IR) lamps to heat up the sheet 

material during the SPF process. Mis et al. (Mis et al., 2013) investigated the effects of 

temperature variations and the state of heat transfer on the quality of the final product during 

the SPF process. Rollin et al. (Rollin et al., 2016) investigated the distortion problem in a SPF 

part. 

However, while all SPF parts are cooled after the forming stage and temperature variations 

during the cooling stage could induce changes in the final shape of the SPF products, very little 

information is available in this field. Specifically, because of the thin and large body of SPF 

parts, the cooling condition is different from the common quenching processes and if not well 

controlled, the SPF parts suffer from distortion which results in rework and sometimes 

rejection. Thus, understanding of the temperature evolution and the thermal analysis of the 

cooling process is essential. In this regard, this work presents a thermal analysis of the cooling 

stage of the SPF process. A combination of numerical and experimental analyses was used to 

study the temperature evolution during the cooling stage considering that all modes of heat 
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transfer (conduction, convection, and radiation) take place during the cooling. A new approach 

is proposed for the determination of the HTC and the proposed methodology is then applied to 

simulate temperature evolution during the cooling process of an industrial size part and then 

experimentally validated under real working conditions. 

3.2 Heat transfer analysis 

The cooling stage of the process begins when the part is ejected from the SPF die. For the 

simulation of the temperature variations during the cooling process, the initial temperature 

distribution of the part is required. In practice, this means that the temperature variations within 

the bulk of the SPF tool should be simulated and validated. Then, the temperature distribution 

on the surface of the die at the ejection time is used as initial temperature distribution of the 

part at the beginning of the cooling stage. On the other hand, as the HTC is a temperature 

dependent variable and the temperature distribution at the beginning and during the cooling 

process is not in reality uniform, then the HTC should be calculated for each point of the part, 

which is a lengthy and time-consuming process. In this regard, a new approach based on local 

temperature variation is proposed and will be detailed below.  

For the simulation of the temperature and heat transfer during the cooling stage, the part was 

divided into 9 zones with equal dimensions (0.48 m×0.63 m). A temperature value was 

considered for every zone from the beginning of the cooling stage and the HTC was calculated 

based on the temperature evolution of each zone. The validity of this assumption will be 

discussed further in section 5. Figure 2 depicts the configuration of the SPF part with the nine 

zones. It must be noted that the actual part has small protrusions, with a height of about 12 

mm, on its surface, as shown in Fig. 3.2; however, they were neglected for simplification 

purposes in the calculations, and the part was considered as a flat panel. 
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Figure 3-2 The divided SPF part into 9 equal zones 

3.3 Experimental procedure 

The material used in this investigation was the aluminum alloy AA5083 with the nominal 

composition shown in table 3.1 and the physical properties at different temperatures, presented 

in table 3.2. 

Table 3-1 Composition of the SPF part (Davis, 1993) 

Element Fe 
(max) 

Si 
(max) 

Cu 
(max) Mn Mg Cr Zn 

(max) 
Ti 

(max) 
Others 
(total) 

Wt (%) 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.4-1 4-4.9 0.05-
0.25 0.25 0.15 0.15 
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Table 3-2 Physical properties of the SPF part 

 @ 
20 ºC 

@ 
100 ºC 

@ 
200 ºC 

@ 
300 ºC 

@ 
400 ºC 

@ 
500 ºC 

Thermal conductivity 

(k) (W/m ºC) (Summers 

et al., 2015) 
125 135 145 155 165 170 

Specific heat (Cp) 

(J/kg ºC) (Summers et 

al., 2015) 
920 930 960 1010 1050 1100 

Density (ρ) 

(kg/m³) (Totten & 

MacKenzie, 2003) 
2670 - - - - - 

The dimensions of the SPF part was 1.9 m×1.44 m×0.0024 m with the geometry presented in 

Fig. 3.3. 

 

Figure 3-3 The CAD model of the SPF part 

Temperature measurements were performed on the actual production line of the SPF part. To 

this end, a K type thermocouple (TC) was attached at the center of each zone for simultaneous 

measurement of temperature in the nine locations. The part was then placed on the running 

SPF tool between the upper and lower SPF dies. After reaching the target temperature (≈470 

ºC in this case) the ejecting process was triggered and the part was removed out of the press 
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on a carrier. Two rows of fans that covered the entire surface of the part were used to cool 

down the part at the exit of the press. A data logger was used to record the temperature at every 

second during the entire cooling process for each of the nine TCs. Table 3.3, displays the initial 

temperature at the center of each zone at the start of the cooling process. 

Table 3-3 The initial temperature of the different zones of the part at the                   
beginning of the cooling stage 

TC1 TC2 TC3 TC4 TC5 TC6 TC7 TC8 TC9 

444 ºC 448 ºC 444 ºC 459 ºC 468 ºC 462 ºC 450 ºC 450 ºC 448 ºC 

3.4 Numerical model and boundary conditions 

For the numerical simulation, ABAQUS 6.13 was used and the part was meshed with more 

than 37000 3-node triangular shell elements. All heat transfer modes (conduction, convection, 

and radiation) during the cooling stage were considered in the analysis and the required 

physical properties of the part as reported in table 2 were used in the simulations. It should be 

mentioned that, the variation of the density (ρ) of the alloy was considered negligible within 

the range of the working temperatures. Furthermore, an emissivity value of 0.1 was assigned 

for the surface of the SPF part. 

During the cooling stage, the top side of the part was exposed to the blowing fans and the 

bottom side faced with the carrier. Thus, a forced convection condition was assumed for the 

top side of the part and a natural one on the bottom surface. Moreover, radiative heat transfer 

took place between the part and the ambient medium as well as with the carrier, while 

conduction occurred within the part and on the contact points with the carrier. For the 

calculation of the HTC, every zone was considered as an independent entity and all heat 
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transfer modes were taken into account. Fig. 3.4 summarizes schematically the heat transfer 

modes of a zone during the cooling process. 

 

Figure 3-4 Heat transfer modes occuring in a zone during                                                      
the cooling process of the part 

The energy balance for every zone could be written as: 

(3.1) 

where 𝑞 is the heat transfer rate (W), σ is the Stefan Boltzmann constant (W/m² K4), ε is the 

emissivity of the part, Ts is the surface temperature (ºC), T∞ is the ambient temperature (ºC), 

hf is the forced convection coefficient (W/m² ºC), hn is the natural convection coefficient (W/m² 

ºC), k is the thermal conductivity of the part (W/m ºC), A is the area of the zone (m²), and Al 

is the area of the lateral surface of the zone (m²). 

As the SPF part is thin, the lateral surfaces are very small in comparison with the top or bottom 

ones. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that heat transfer between the zones has a negligible 

influence on the temperature changes of the part. Thus, the last term in equation 3.1 could be 

eliminated and from there the heat loss between the times t1 and t2 (q) can be determined by: 

 

4 42 ( ) ( ) ( )s f s n s l
dTq A T T h A T T h A T T kA
dx

σε ∞ ∞ ∞= − + − + − +
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(3.2) 

The HTC was directly calculated from the experimental cooling curves in agreement with the 

approach employed by other authors (Liščić, 2016; Zhang et al., 2013). As the cooling of the 

SPF part is not classified as a fast cooling process (i.e. quenching); therefore, the HTC is not 

expected to be as high as in the quenching process, then it is important to know the contribution 

from the radiation heat transfer. In this regard, the radiative heat transfer was independently 

taken into account in the analysis. 

When using experimental cooling curves for the calculation of the HTC, it is critical to have 

an accurate estimation of the internal heat conduction. When internal conduction is present, 

usually inverse method is used to calculate the HTC (Huiping et al., 2006; Xu, 2006). The 

criterion of the Biot number of the process indicates whether or not it is necessary to consider 

the internal conduction for the calculation of the HTC. The Biot number is expressed as: 

(3.3) 

where h is the heat convection coefficient (W/m2 ºC), k is the thermal conductivity (W/m ºC) 

and Lc is the characteristic length (m). If the Biot number is equal or less than 0.1, then the 

contribution from internal conduction could be considered as negligible in the calculation of 

the HTC. In other words, this implies that the instantaneous temperature throughout the zone 

could be considered as uniform (Holman, 2008). In the present case, due to the dimensions of 

the part, specially, its small thickness, the Biot number is less than 0.002, indicating a 

negligible contribution of the internal conduction to the overall heat transfer during the cooling 

stage of the part. The above analysis provides a reasonable justification for the assumption 

made to consider uniform temperature in each zone. 

2

1

4 4[2 ( ) ( ) ( )]
t

s f s n s
t

q A T T h A T T h A T T dtσε ∞ ∞ ∞= − + − + −

chLBi
k

=
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The heat loss by the part between times t1 and t2 can be written as below: 

(3.4) 

Where q is the heat loss (J), m is the mass (kg), c is the specific heat (J/kg ºC) and T is the 

temperature at the given times t1 and t2. 

If the heat convection coefficient between the times t1 and t2 is considered as constant, then 

equations 3.2 and 3.4 could be equated: 

(3.5) 

Then, the total heat convection coefficient can be determined as: 

(3.6) 

In the calculation of the h value, the Ts was considered equal to the (Tt1+Tt2)/2. 

For the calculation of the radiation heat transfer, the position of the SPF part during the cooling 

process was considered. As shown schematically in Fig. 3.5, at the early stage of the cooling 

process, the SPF part exchanges radiative heat with the upper die, surroundings and the carrier. 

 

2 1
( )t tq mc T T= −

2 1

4 4
2 1( ) [2 ( ) ( ) ( )]( )t t s f s n smc T T A T T h A T T h A T T t tσε ∞ ∞ ∞− = − − + − + − −

2 1

4 4

2 1

( ) 2 ( )
( )( ) ( )

t t s
total f n

s s

mc T T T Th h h
A t t T T T T

σε ∞

∞ ∞

− −= + = − −
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Figure 3-5 Schematic representation of the radiation heat transfer                               
exchange between the SPF part and the surroundings. 

In this position, the part has almost the same temperature as the upper die, therefore, no 

radiation heat transfer between the upper die and the part was assumed for the calculation. On 

the other hand, as the temperature of the carrier did not increase considerably during the 

cooling process, the radiation as well as conduction heat transfer exchange between the part 

and the carrier was estimated negligible. Therefore, only radiation exchange with the ambient 

air was considered in the numerical simulation.  

3.5 Results and discussions 

The temperature variations with time for the 9 zones of the SPF part during the cooling stage 

is illustrated in Fig. 3.6. The maximum temperature difference between the zones occurs after 

about 145 seconds with 54 ºC between Zones 3 and 8 while it is 6 ºC at the beginning of the 

process. The maximum difference at the beginning of the process is 24 ºC between Zones 3 

and 5. The figure also shows that the rate of cooling decreases with time, which indicates the 

dependency of the cooling rate to the temperature. It is also important to note that a sharp 

temperature decrease is observed in the first 150 seconds. After this stage, temperature 

variations keep a smoother pattern until the end of the cooling process. 
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Figure 3-6 Temperature evolution for the different zones of the                                           
SPF part during the cooling stage 

In order to have a better perspective about the temperature variation in different zones, cooling 

curves of Zones 3 and 5 are shown in Fig. 3.7. As the figure shows, the temperature of Zone 3 

is higher than that of Zone 5 at the beginning but after about 70 seconds, it becomes lower and 

remains so until the end of the process. The faster cooling of Zone 5 indicates that its HTC is 

higher compared to that of Zone 3, at least for a large part of the cooling process. This aspect 

will be discussed in more details in the next section. 
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Figure 3-7 Comparison of the temperature evolution for                                                 
Zones 3 and 5 during the cooling stage 

Using the above experimental measurements and equation 3.5, the convection heat transfer 

coefficient was calculated for each zone and some illustrative examples for Zones 1, 2, 5, and 

6 are presented in Fig. 3.8. As the figure shows, the h values in the above mentioned zones 

have similar patterns but different values. At the beginning of the cooling process, the general 

pattern is that, h has low values then reaches a maximum value followed by a descending trend 

until the end of the process. The low values at the beginning (about the first 50 seconds) 

indicate that the part is under the upper die and not submitted to the flow of the cooling fans 

and the highest values occur when the part stands under the blowing fans. 

It must be noted that, for the calculation of the heat convection coefficient, a time interval (t2-

t1) of 5 seconds was considered and the experimental cooling curves were directly used. 

Therefore, the determination of the HTC could be considered as a direct method thereby 

increasing its reliability. Based on the obtained results, the average h value for each zone was 

determined to be approximately 30 W/m2 ºC. These values are significantly lower in 

comparison with those obtained in liquid quenching processes where HTCs are sometimes two 

hundred times higher (Yang et al., 2013). 
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Figure 3-8 The heat convection coefficient variations during the cooling stage 

The fluctuation in the h values reported in Fig. 3.8 curves are related to the variabilities 

associated with thermocouple readings and has also been observed by other authors (Kim & 

Oh, 2001). Indeed, in the calculation of the h value the term (Tt2-Tt1) appears in the equation 

and is used for the calculation of the expanded form of the cooling rate. In some cases, a curve-

fitting is applied on the cooling curves and eliminate the fluctuations in the cooling rate and h 

value curves (Xiao et al., 2011). In the present work, both the raw data and smoothing ones 

were used for the calculation of the h value. For the smoothing of the cooling curves, a sixth-

order polynomial was applied and the curve-fitted cooling evolutions were determined as 

illustrated in Fig. 3.9 for the data related to Zone 5. Using the smoothed cooling curves, the 

evolution of the h value during cooling was calculated for Zones 5 and 6, and the results are 

presented in Fig. 3.10. As the figure shows with using the temperature data from the smoothed 

cooling curves, the fluctuation is completely removed. 
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Figure 3-9 Comparison of the smoothed cooling curve with                                              
the origin one in Zones 5 

 

Figure 3-10 Comparison of the h values determined by the smoothed cooling                 
curves and the origin ones in Zones 5 and 6 

In the comparison between the temperature evolution of Zones 3 and 5, it was mentioned that 

the h value in Zone 5 is higher than that of Zone 3. Fig. 3.11 compares the h values of the two 

zones. As the figure shows, the h value in Zone 5 is more intensive until around 600 seconds 

where the temperature of both zones is below 70 ºC and it could reasonably considered that 

the cooling process is completed. 
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Figure 3-11 Comparison of the heat convection coefficient                                          
evolution for zones 3 and 5 

In another comparison, the temperature evolution between zones 3 and 6 was considered. As 

Fig. 3.12 indicates, the temperature evolution of the two zones are close to each other, unlike 

the previous case. Although at the beginning the temperature of zone 6 is higher than that of 

zone 3, but during the process, they show very similar variations with time. This phenomenon 

could be explained by comparing their h values (Fig. 3.12b) where it can be seen that, the h 

value of both zones have very close values during the cooling cycle. 
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Figure 3-12 a) Temperature evolution b) Heat convection coefficient for Zones 3 and 6 

The determined h curves for each zone were directly applied in the numerical simulation and 

the results are compared with the experimentally determined ones in Fig. 3.13. As indicated, 

there is a good conformity between the numerical and the experimental results. During the 

entire cooling process the maximum difference between the numerical and experimental results 

is in average about 9 ºC which occurs in the early stages of the process. 

The above conformity supports the initial assumptions made regarding the division of the part 

in nine zones and assuming uniform instantaneous temperature in each of them. Furthermore, 

the obtained results confirm the validity of the assumptions regarding the negligible 

contributions from through thickness and lateral conductions to the h value. The approach has 

the significant advantage of requiring much shorter calculation cost and avoid modelling the 

whole SPF tool to find the initial temperature distribution of the part for the simulation of the 

cooling stage. 
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Figure 3-13 Comparison of the temperature evolution between the simulation and experiment 

The impact of using in the simulations either h values obtained from raw cooling curve data or 

from smoothed cooling curves was evaluated. Illustrative results are presented in Fig. 3.14 for 

Zones 2 and 6. The obtained results indicate that both methods are reliable with a relatively 

better precision when the non smoothed data is used.  
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Figure 3-14 Comparison of the temperature evolution between the simulation and  
experiment based on the h values determined by the smoothed cooling curves 

As discussed in section 4, in order to determine the contribution of the radiative heat transfer 

during the cooling process, the heat transfer rate for both radiation and convection modes were 

caculated and the result are depicted in Fig. 3.15. As shown, the average contribution of the 

radiation term is less than 5% of the total heat transfer rate. Although, the range of the heat 

convection coefficient during the air cooling process is much lower than the quenching 

process, it appears that the radiation term has a negligible contribution to the heat transfer 

process. Therefore, it could be suggested that in the cooling stage of the SPF process, with the 

determined range of the h values and the working temperature of this study, the contribution 

of the radiation term in the calculation of the HTC could be neglected. 
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Figure 3-15 Comparison of the heat transfer rate between convection and radiation        
during the cooling process 

3.6 Conclusions 

1) Temperature evolution during the cooling stage of the SPF process was simulated using 

finite element method validated by experimental measurements. 

2) A new approach was used to calculate the HTC values in different locations, which resulted 

in considerable reduction of the simulation time without affection the accuracy of the 

predictions. 

3) h values calculated from raw cooling curve data or from smoothed cooling curves led to the 

same level of accuracy in the predictions. 

4) Internal conduction and radiative heat transfer during the cooling stage of the SPF process 

have minor contributions to the overall heat transfer process. 
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Abstract 

Super Plastic Forming (SPF), is an advanced manufacturing technique, used to form a thin 

sheet metal into complex shapes with large magnitude of strains. One of the most important 

technical challenges in this method is the distortion of the final product during the post forming 

cooling stage. The present study was aimed to experimentally analyze the cooling stage of the 

process for a large size SPF component. In this regard, the component made of a thin sheet 

aluminum alloy (5083) was instrumented with 9 thermocouples (TCs) attached at different 

locations and the temperature variation was recorded. Four cooling scenarios representing 

different thermal conditions were experimented. After each experiment, the part was fully 

scanned with a 3D scanner camera and a 3D surface model of every part was built. The model 

was then compared with the original CAD model of the SPF part with the 3D metrology 
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software PolyWorks. The results showed that more uniformity in the initial temperature 

distribution of the SPF part at the start of the cooling stage leads to less distortion of the part 

after cooling while more uniformity of the Heat Transfer Coefficient (HTC) did not show 

considerable effect on the distortion of the part. 

Keywords: Super Plastic Forming, Distortion, Cooling, Heat Transfer Coefficient. 

4.1 Introduction 

Super Plastic Forming (SPF), is a well-known and established technology in the transportation 

industry for forming complex parts with large height to thickness ratios and uniform 

elongations up to 1000%. A combination of fine equiaxed grain material (few micro meters 

grain size), high temperature, between 0.4 and 0.6 of the melting point of the sheet material, 

and very low strain rates (≈ 0.001 s-1) are required for a successful SPF process. Despite the 

low strain rate, defects such as thinning, wrinkling, cavitation, and distortion occur during the 

SPF process and need to be addressed (Cappetti et al., 2010; Chatterjee & Mukhopadhyay, 

2018; Gillo Giuliano, 2011; Lee, Tang, & Chu, 2016; Luo, Luckey, Friedman, & Peng, 2008; 

Majidi et al., 2018b, 2019). The impact of these defects become more important when working 

with large size parts. The SPF process is generally carried out using high temperature presses 

under isothermal or near isothermal conditions with the SPF die being at the same temperature 

as the workpiece. In order to form the part, inert gas or air is blown from orifices within the 

die to deform the sheet material to its final shape. Once the forming process is completed, the 

part is ejected and a carrier brings the part outside of the press.  

The cooling stage is characterized with significant transitional and unsteady heat transfer and 

mechanical conditions. Specifically, immediately after the end of the forming process, and just 

before the ejection, the press opens up and cold air comes into contact with the part which is 

still at high temperature. During the ejection phase, when the part is pushed on the surface of 

the cold carrier, the upper surface of the die is still at high temperature. During the transport 

phase to the outside of the press, the part is gradually exposed to the cooling media and 
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therefore while some sections are still inside the press, other sections are in the open space. 

Finally, depending on the cooling mode, the part could be cooled from above or below in 

symmetrical or asymmetrical conditions. Fig. 4-1 shows a schematic view of different stages 

of the cooling process of a SPF part from the ejection stage until the final cooling. During the 

cooling process, different heat transfer modes take place, including natural/forced convection, 

radiation, and conduction and create very dynamic thermal patterns. Such transient thermal 

conditions result in distortions of the part, which could become unacceptable and require part 

rework or even rejection. 

Fig. 4.1 shows a schematic view of cooling stage of a SPF process including die opening, part 

loading on carrier, and part exiting. 

 

Figure 4-1 The schematic view of a cooling process, a) Die opening, b) Part loading on 
carrier, c) Part exiting 

While a large number of studies are available on the SPF material characterization or forming 

process simulation (Carrino et al., 2003; Lin, 2003; Mikhaylovskaya et al., 2017; Mosleh et 

al., 2019; Ridley et al., 2005; Yasmeen et al., 2019) very little data is available on the other 

aspects of the SPF process, such as lubrication, heating system, etc. (Gao, Lours, & Bernhart, 

2005; Mauduit et al., 2017; Sorgente et al., 2016). The occurrence of distortion in different 

manufacturing processes such as welding, quenching, and machining is very well known and 

a large number of publications could be found on the analysis, prediction, and control of this 
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phenomenon (S Bikass et al., 2012; Da Silva et al., 2012; Deng & Murakawa, 2008); however, 

as mentioned above, very few or no data is available, at least in the open literature, on its 

occurrence during the SPF process.  

The cooling process of a SPF part is mostly done in ambient air with or without cooling media. 

If used, the cooling media is cooling fans, which is the case of gas cooling. Gas cooling 

/quenching is a technique that is usually performed in chambers where it is possible to control 

the flow and pressure of the gas (Lior, 2004). Consequently, there is more control on the 

cooling and distortion during quenching of a part. As the cooling process in SPF is usually 

performed in ambient air, there is no specific control on the flow distribution over the part, 

which further complicates the analysis. The present work was carried out with the objective to 

experimentally study the influence of different cooling strategies on the distortion of a large 

size component made of a thin sheet high strength aluminum alloy. Particular attention was 

paid to the initial temperature distribution of the cooled part. As the temperature variation is 

one of the most important parameters that affects the distortion during the cooling process, its 

distribution will have a significant impact on the overall distortion, particularly, in thin and 

usually large size parts.  

In this regard, four industrial size SPF parts were instrumented by thermocouples (TCs) and 

temperature evolution during the cooling stage of the process were recorded. After the 

experiments, the parts were completely scanned using a 3D scanner camera and the scanned 

models were compared with the CAD model of the part. Then the influence of the cooling 

conditions, Heat Transfer Coefficient (HTC) and temperature variation on the extent of the 

distortion were analyzed and their impact quantified. 
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4.2 Experimental procedure and methods 

Fig. 4.2 depicts the schematic model of the investigated part. The part was made of a SPF grade 

5083 aluminum alloy with the dimensions of 1.91 m×1.44 m×0.0024 m. The physical 

properties, obtained from the literature, are provided in Table 4.1. 

 

Figure 4-2 The schematic model of the investigated SPF part 

Table 4-1 Physical properties of the material 

 
Thermal conductivity (k) 
(W/m ºC) (Summers et 

al., 2015) 

Specific heat (Cp) 
(J/kg ºC) (Summers 

et al., 2015) 

Density (ρ) 
(kg/m³) (Totten & 
MacKenzie, 2003) 

20 ºC 125 920 2670 

100 ºC 135 930 - 

200 ºC 145 960 - 

300 ºC 155 1010 - 

400 ºC 165 1050 - 

500 ºC 170 1100 - 
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For studying the cooling stage, the part was divided into 9 equal zones and a K type 

thermocouple was attached at the center of each zone. For the purpose of HTC evaluation, the 

instantaneous temperature within each zone was assumed uniform and the average value was 

used to obtain the average HTC for the entire part. Fig. 4.3 illustrates a schematic view of the 

location of the TCs and the 9 zones. 

 

Figure 4-3 The subdivision of the part in 9 zones and the location                                            
of the thermocouples. 

In order to determine, the most realistically possible, the actual cooling conditions, a full size 

part and an actual production press was used for the experiments. For each experiment, the part 

was placed inside the SPF die until its temperature reached the target temperature (≈470 ºC). 

Then, the SPF die was opened and the carrier moved into the die to carry the part to the outside 

of the die where a set of blowing fans were used to cool down the part. Temperature evolution 

during all the experiments was recorded using a 40-channel data logger. The above procedure 

was repeated four times, corresponding to the different cooling conditions, as detailed in Table 

4.2. 

In the first experiment, the upper cooling fans located at about 100 cm distance, were active. 

In the second experiment, in order to examine the effect of the distance from the cooling fans 

on the distortion of the part, while keeping all other conditions unchanged, the distance 

between the part and the cooling fans was decreased to about 30 cm. The third experiment was 
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performed to investigate the effect of the uniformity of the HTC on the distortion. In this case, 

the SPFed part was cooled without active fans during the cooling process and the part was 

exposed to a completely natural convection condition. In the fourth experiment, the influence 

of the initial temperature distribution was investigated. To this end, the initial temperature of 

one side of the part where TCs 1 to 3 were located, was increased by about 20 ºC, while other 

experimental conditions were kept similar to experiment number 1. The experimental 

conditions are summarised in Table 4.2 and Fig. 4.4 shows a photo of the SPF part under the 

cooling fans. It must be noted that all the fans were identical and the same fan power was used 

during all the experiments. 

Table 4-2 Conditions of the performed experiments 

Experiments Condition 
(Distance/fans) Initial temperature distribution (ºC) 

1 100 cm 
Active fans 

TC1 
446 

TC2 
450 

TC3 
449 

TC4 
465 

TC5 
469 

TC6 
467 

TC7 
454 

TC8 
454 

TC9 
452 

2 30 cm 
Active fans 

TC1 
448 

TC2 
453 

TC3 
454 

TC4 
468 

TC5 
474 

TC6 
470 

TC7 
448 

TC8 
454 

TC9 
451 

3 Inactive fans TC1 
446 

TC2 
453 

TC3 
453 

TC4 
467 

TC5 
472 

TC6 
467 

TC7 
452 

TC8 
452 

TC9 
448 

4 100 cm 
Active fans 

TC1 
467 

TC2 
468 

TC3 
467 

TC4 
472 

TC5 
472 

TC6 
473 

TC7 
450 

TC8 
453 

TC9 
455 
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Figure 4-4 The SPF part                                                                                            
under the cooling fans 

As indicated in Table 4.2, in experiment 4, TCs are showing more uniform temperature 

distribution in comparison with the other experiments. In experiments 1, 2 and 3 the 

temperature of the lateral TCs (1, 2, 3, 7, 8 and 9) are almost the same with an average of 18 

ºC lower than that of the central TCs (4, 5 and 6). In contrast, in experiment 4, the temperature 

of the central (4, 5 and 6) and the upper side (1, 2 and 3) TCs are showing values close to each 

other and the lower side TCs (7, 8 and 9) have the same values as the other experiments.  

After completion of the experiments, the SPF parts were scanned with a 3D scanner camera 

and the scanned part models were compared with the CAD model of the part using the 

metrology software PolyWorks and the corresponding distortions were determined. 

4.3 HTC calculation 

In order to have an overall comparison between the HTC values directly measured from the 

experiments, the average temperature evolution of each experiment during the entire cooling 

process was considered and based on the experimental temperature evolution curves, the HTC 
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values were calculated, in agreement with other reports in the literature (Liščić, 2016; Xiao et 

al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2013). 

For the calculation of the HTC, determining the Biot number is important. If the Biot number 

is less than 0.1, then the internal conduction within the part could be ignored (Ya, Ghajar, & 

Ma, 2015). The Biot number is expressed as: 

(4.1) 

Where k is the heat conduction coefficient (W/m ºC), h is the heat convection coefficient (W/m2 

ºC) and L is the characteristic length (m). Considering the dimensions of the investigated part, 

L is equal to 0.0024 and the average thermal conductivity (Table 4.1) was estimated to be 150. 

According to the air cooling condition the average h value is estimated to not be more than 

several hundreds. 

Based on the above values, the Biot number for the considered SPF part was estimated to be 

less than 0.1. Therefore the internal conduction could be ignored. 

On this basis, the h value over a time interval (t2-t1) could be obtained from equation (4.2). 

(4.2) 

Where ρ is the density (kg/m³), v is the volume (m³), c is the specific heat (J/kg ºC), T1 and T2 

(ºC) are the temperatures at times t1 and t2 (S), respectively, Ts is the surface temperature (ºC), 

T∞ is the ambient temperature (ºC), h is the heat convection coefficient (W/m² ºC), and S is the 

surface area (m2). A five seconds time interval (i.e. t2-t1=5s) was considered and the average h 

value was calculated accordingly, as will be discussed below. 

hLBi
k
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2 1

2 1
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4.4 Results and discussion 

4.4.1 Temperature evolution 

Fig. 4.5 displays the temperature evolution of the SPF part during the cooling experiments for 

the 9 zones of each part. As it can be seen, the maximum temperature difference during the 

process occurs in experiment 2, which was exposed to the most severe HTC. The maximum 

temperature differences in the experiments 1, 2, 3, and 4, are 50 ºC, 76 ºC, 16 ºC, and 58 ºC 

respectively. The minimum value is for experiment 3 during which the part was cooled in a 

natural convection mode. Experiments 1 and 4 show a similar pattern of cooling. The only 

difference between the two experiments was the initial temperature distribution which was 

more uniform in experiment 4. The longest cooling time corresponds to experiment 3, which 

was expected as it had the least HTC value among the experiments. However, the most uniform 

temperature evolution during the cooling process corresponds to this experiment because it has 

also the most uniform HTC pattern. 
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Figure 4-5 Temperature evolution of the SPF part during the cooling stage 

4.4.2 HTC evolution 

Fig. 4.6 shows the average HTC calculated during the cooling process for each of the four 

cooling conditions. It must be noted for the purpose of the calculations, the average 

temperature variations of the 9 TCs were considered and based on that, the average HTC over 

the whole part was calculated. 

The results indicate that the HTCs reach a maximum value at the early stage of the process 

(when the part is exposed to the blowing fans) and then gradually take a descending trend until 

the end of the process. 
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Since experiment 3 was done by inactive fans, it represents the maximum duration of the 

cooling process while experiment 2 represents the minimum duration, as it was done by active 

fans and the closest distance from the cooling fans. 

A similar comparison can be made between experiments 1 and 2 where it can be seen that by 

decreasing the distance between the cooling fans and the part, about 20 % gain in average HTC 

is achieved, which results in 15 % reduction of the cooling duration and 50 % increment of 

maximum temperature difference during the process. It is also interesting to note that while the 

cooling time in experiment 3 is twice that of experiment 1, its HTC only shows a 55 % 

reduction. In experiment 4, the initial temperature distribution is more uniform than that of 

experiment 1 but the other conditions are the same. Comparison of the results reveals that the 

cooling time, temperature variations during the cooling, and HTC evolutions are very similar. 

This indicates that the initial temperature distribution has a little impact on the above-

mentioned variables. 
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Figure 4-6 The average of the HTC evolution during the cooling stage 

4.4.3 Influence of cooling pattern on the distortion  

After completion of the experiments, the SPF parts were scanned with a 3D scanner camera 

and the model files of the scanned parts were compared with the CAD model. Figures 4.7, 4.8, 

4.9, and 4.10 show the comparison of the scanned models and the CAD model for the four 

experimental conditions. It must be mentioned that all units in the color bars are in mm. In all 

cases, there was no specific reference and the “best fit” option in the metrology software 

PolyWorks was selected for the comparisons. In the comparison process, the ‘best fit’ method 

automatically aligns the two parts and the deviation report could be made in a color map, as 

shown in the figures. 
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Fig. 4.7 depicts comparison of the scanned part with the CAD model for experiment 1 where 

the distance of the part with the cooling fans was 100 cm and the cooling fans were active. The 

standard deviation between the scanned results and the CAD model was 9.4 mm for this case 

while this value was 10.7 mm for experiment 2, as reported in Fig 4.8. The result in experiment 

2, where the distance of the part from the cooling fans was 30 cm indicates that reducing the 

fan-part distance and thereby increasing the cooling rate does not necessarily affect the 

distortion. In experiment 3, the cooling process was done in a natural convection mode and 

comparison of the final product with the CAD model is illustrated in Fig. 4.9 where a 12.7 mm 

standard deviation was obtained. As shown in Fig. 4.10, the smallest distortion of 6.7 mm was 

achieved with experiment 4 characterized by active fans located at 100 cm from the part and 

with the most uniform initial temperature distribution. 

 

Figure 4-7 Comparison of the SPF part with the CAD model                                  
(experiment 1) (All units in the color bars are in mm) 
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Figure 4-8 Comparison of the SPF part with the CAD model                                  
(experiment 2) (All units in the color bars are in mm) 
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Figure 4-9 Comparison of the SPF part with the CAD model                                  
(experiment 3) (All units in the color bars are in mm) 
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Figure 4-10 Comparison of the SPF part with the CAD model                                
(experiment 4) (All units in the color bars are in mm) 

Among all the experiments, most uniform temperature evolutions, with a maximum of 16 ºC 

difference were observed in experiment 3. These small discrepancies are due to the natural 

convection mode used for the cooling process. However, it appears that this cooling mode has 

actually a negative impact on the distortion with the highest value obtained as 12.7 mm. In 

other words, more uniformity in the HTC, which results in more uniform temperature 

evolution, did not improve the distortion while increasing the cooling time. 
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In experiment 4 where the cooling conditions were the same as experiment 1, the distortion 

was minimal. The HTC value and the temperature evolution in these two experiments were 

almost the same, and the maximum temperature differences during the process were 50 ºC for 

experiment 1 and 58 ºC for experiment 4. This observation shows that with keeping the cooling 

conditions the same, more uniformity in the initial temperature distribution could reduce the 

distortion while it did not affect the uniformity in the temperature evolution. Therefore, based 

on the above results it could be said that the uniformity in the initial temperature distribution 

is more important and more effective parameter than the uniformity in the HTC value on the 

distortion of the part during the cooling process. 

As the initial temperature distribution of the part follows the temperature distribution of the 

SPF die; therefore, the temperature distribution over the surface of the die should be considered 

as the source of the temperature distribution over the part. The heat sources in SPF dies are 

usually heating elements, which can be controlled by controlling systems such as PIDs. Thus, 

it is possible to minimize temperature discrepancy on the surface of the die through a judicious 

design of the heating system. In general, obtaining a uniform temperature distribution on the 

surface of the SPF die is more feasible than that of a uniform air-blowing through the fans. 

Although uniform air-blowing will result in more uniform temperature evolution during the 

cooling process but it does not guarantee improvement in the distortion severity. As shown by 

the results of experiment 4, with more uniformity in the initial temperature distribution, the 

distortion was improved around 30 % in comparison with experiment 1 while the HTC and 

temperature discrepancy during the process were almost the same. In contrast, in experiment 

3 the temperature discrepancy was considerably improved while there was no improvement in 

the distortion level. 

4.5 Conclusions 

In the present study, the influence of initial temperature distribution and cooling conditions on 

the distortion of a large size thin 5083 aluminum alloy sheet was experimentally studied. 

Temperature evolution of each part in 9 equally divided zones were recorded during the process 
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and the distorted parts were scanned with a 3D scanner camera and compared with the CAD 

model. 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the present work: 

1. The distance of the part from the cooling fans has a slight effect on the distortion and 

severity of the HTC value, although it affects the cooling duration. 

2. More uniformity in the HTC and temperature evolution during the cooling process did not 

improve the distortion severity. 

3. More uniformity in the initial temperature distribution of the SPF part could reduce the 

distortion. 

4. The generated data will help to develop a systematic database on distortion in SPF process 

of large size thin components and will also be used as a validation tool for future modeling 

attempts simulating the entire ejection and cooling process. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

The focus of this thesis was on the thermal aspect of the SPF/HSBF process and the distortion 

analysis on the formed part after the cooling step. In this regard, the offline heating process of 

the SPF/HSBF tool was successfully simulated by ABAQUS and validated through 

experiment. Further, a thorough experimental and numerical investigation was performed on 

the cooling step of the process and calculating the HTC was discussed in detail. In the last step, 

the distortion issue was experimentally taken into account by conducting several experiments. 

The distorted parts were precisely measured and different cooling strategies were compared. 

The following summarizes the obtained results in the present thesis. 

1) During the offline heating process of the SPF/HSBF tool, the heating rate inside the die is 

almost the same as the heating rate over the surface. 

2) In order to obtain more uniformity in the temperature distribution on the surface of the 

SPF/HSBF die, considering all heating elements as one zone would result in more 

uniformity compared with the heating elements divided in two zones. 

3) In order to calculate the HTC value during the cooling step, a new approach was used in 

dividing the SPF part into nine equal zones. This allowed considerably reduction of the 

calculation time while a good agreement between the numerical and experimental results 

was obtained. 

4) The HTC values during the cooling step were calculated from the original cooling curves 

and the smoothed ones. The results showed that both approaches present nearly the same 

level of accuracy. 

5) The radiative and conductive heat transfers during the cooling step are both negligible 

phenomena. 
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6) During the cooling process, the distance between the part and the cooling fans have a 

minor impact on the distortion and HTC value. 

7) During the cooling step, more uniformity in the HTC and temperature distribution did not 

show considerable effect (improvement) on the distortion of the part. 

8) More uniformity in the initial temperature distribution of the part in the cooling step could 

reduce the distortion. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
As stated in this thesis, the thermal aspect of SPF/HSBF has not been investigated when it 

comes to the distortion issue which is a major challenge during the production of SPF/HSBF 

parts. Based on the obtained results during this work, some suggestions for future works are 

presented as below: 

1) In the SPF/HSBF tool, there are heating platens with some insulator material in their 

structure. As reducing energy consumption and processing time are important parameters 

that need to be taken into consideration, hence, using more insulator material in the 

structure of the heating platens could improve and save energy and time during the entire 

process particularly in the offline heating process. Numerical and experimental analyses 

could be used to determine the optimum dimensions and amount of insulators to be 

integrated in the structure of the heating platens. 

2) As mentioned, one of the most important parameters during the SPF/HSBF process is 

uniformity in the temperature distribution over the surface of the die. As demonstrated in 

this work, heat sources (heating elements in this work) have the main role in this regard. 

In order to obtain more uniformity in the temperature distribution on the surface of the die, 

it is suggested to investigate both numerically and experimentally the design and 

arrangement of heat sources within the tool and the die. 

3) Since one of the main challenges in the SPF/HSBF process is the distortion in the formed 

part, it is recommended to numerically model the distortion during the cooling process. 

As depicted in this work, measuring the distortion with high accuracy and precision is 

feasible; hence, with the help of experimental approaches it is possible to validate the 

numerical model. In this way, the effects of mechanical boundary conditions and also new 

cooling strategies could be investigated. 
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